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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

To insure the reader understands the scope and

nature of this thesis, it would be most appropriate to

define the topic. This is especially true with the term,

"Mclassification management." In the early research stage,

it was found that no accepted definition of the term

existed. Two writers defined classification managemeni

as "...the DoD's securing the most security for its

defense dollar and defense industry's getting the greatest

dollar profit for its efforts, while continuing to protect

defense secrets."' A widely accepted industry authority

has described the term as "..the system for identifying

and placing into its proper classification category all

information that requires protection in the interests of

national defense." 2 For the purroses of this study and

in an attempt to unify the many definitions, the following

was adopted: classification management--the application of

sound management principles such as staffing, planning,

'Alfred E. Dupell and Richard W. Buxton, "Classifi-
cation Management: A Joint Effort of DoD and Industry,"
Industrial Security, X (June, 1966), 8.

2 Robert J. Rushing, "Classification: A Key to
Realistic Security," Industrial Security, VII (October,
1963), 102.

1
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organizing, and controlling to the classifying, marking,

inventory, regrading, and destruction of information

requiring protection in the interests of National Defense. 3

The term "defense-oriented companies" is defined as

industrial firms utilizing a major portion of their

productive capacity for work on classified Department of

Defense contracts.

From these two definitions, then, it can be seen

that the subject will deal with the TOP SECRET, SECRET,

and CONFIDENTIAL materials in the possession of industry

and required for use in Department of Defense classified

contracts.

I. THE PROBLEM

The handling and storage of classified documents by

Department of Defense contractors represents a significant

expense to industry. As our technology expands, this will

be more of a factor. Classification management, if defined

and implemented, can do much to decrease these costs and,

at the same time, allow for the dissemination of as much

information as possible to the public, without endangering

3However, when this was proposed to thq Second
Annual Seminar of the National Classification nanagement
Society, critics felt that this waq too much of a business-
school approach, and thus, not accepted. It is interesting
to note that this Society has yet to adopt a formal
definition.



our national security.

Examination of the historical development of

classification management, along with present-day programs,

will demonstrate the need for implementing a full-time

program at the management level. Application of sound

management principles to classification is largely untried.

The purpose of the thesis is to examine classifica-

tion management in light of government direction and

industry implementation. uriteria for evaluation is in

terms of cost avoidance and information flow. The objec-

tive is to prove that all Department of Defense contractors

holding classified contracts can benefit from a good

classification management program.

II. SOURCES OF DATA AND METHODOLOGY OF RESEARCH

Published materials relating to classification

management were difficult to find. Department of Defense

instructions and directives were used in the analysis of

government requirements. Industry pamphlets, directives,

and training guides were used in resolving matters of how

industry implements the government requirements. Identifi-

cation of problem areas and proposed solutions %ere

obtained from the professional publicationt: Industrial

Securit., Security World, and the Journal of the National

Classification Management Society. The array of other
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materials is large and varied, but the value of the

information obtained was not as impressive. This is

especially true with regard to factual information and

identification of the "real" problem areas.

Extensive correspondence with classification

personnel in government and industry was the first step

toward more meaningful data. Then, a comprehensive

questionnaire was developed. 4 The questions were reviewed

by the Department of Defense Directorate of Classification

Management, the American Society for Industrial Security

Classification Management Committee, and a representative

of the National Classification Management Society. Over

100 copies were sent to classification personnel represen-

ting more than 80 Defense contractors. Candid returns from

41 respondents were receivwd. This, along with attendance

at the annual seminar of the National Classification

Management Society, provided the most valuable and up-to-

date information.

The published sources provided the background

information. Personal correspondence, interviews, and the

questionnaire provided information relevant to the

problem areas and proposed solutions.

4 See Appendix 1 for a reproduction, discussion, and
evaluation of the questionnaire.



III. LIMITATIONS

Three specific limitations must be delineated.

First, the thesis contains no material of a classified or

proprietary nature. Information dealing with the mechanics

of classification is not classified except in a few extreme

cases. The information is what is protected and not the

methodology. It is a different story, however, with

proprietary infornation. Many firms were willing to give

accurate and factual responses so long as the information

was not linked to the company name. This request was

respected. A few firms were unwilling to provide certain

specifics (e.g., the number of classified documents)

because of company policy. Due to the rarity of cases in

this latter category, this is not considered a serious

limitation.

Classified government contracts are awarded by the

Atomic Energy Commission, Central Intelligence Agency,

Department of Defense, Department of State, and the

National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Because

the greatest impact and importance is on Defense contrac-

tors, this study is limited to Department af Defense

contractors holding classified contracts. Thus, classifi-

cation management will be examined in light of the

Department of Defense directives and instructions

pertaining to industry programs.
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The third limitation concerns a possible bias with

regard to the questionnaire. Respondents were selected

from the membership lists of the American Society for

Industrial Security and the National Classification

Management Society. 5 The list was a representative

sample. The varying types and intensity of interest

in the subject of classification management as expressed

by the respondents leads the author to believe that

perhaps this limitation is not as serious as first

assumed. 6

The above limitations were necessary to narrow the

topic sufficiently to insure a meaningful presentation.

None of the limitations are felt to be restrictive with

respect to the relevance of the material presented.

IV. DEFINITIONS AND ABBREVIATIONS

In addition to the definitions presented in the

preceding portions, a glossary of terms and abbreviations

in general use throughout the thesis is needed. Defini-

tions have been selected from the Industrial Security

5For a list of the firms contacted, see Appendix 2.
6 Participation (membership) in the professional

societies does not presuppose interest or activity
as much as it represents a status symbol and an
opportunity to make good contacts.
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Manual.7 Abbreviations used are those generally accepted

in writing today.

Access. The ability and opportunity to obtain
knowledCTeof classified information.

ASIS. The American Society for Industrial Security.

Authorized Persons. Those persons who have a
need-to-know for the classified information involved, and
have been cleared forthe receipt of such information.

Classified Contract . Any contract that requires
or will require access to lassified information by the
contractor or his employee, in the performance -f the
contract.

Classified Information. Official information,
including foreign classified information, which requires
protection in the interests of National Defense.

Coxnizant Security Office. The Defense Contract
Administrative Services Region having contract administra-
tive services Jurisdiction over the geographical area in
which a facility is located.

Compromise. A loss of security resulting from an
unauthorized person obtaining knowledge of classified
information.

COKFIDENTIAL. Defense information and material,
the unauthorized disclosure of which could be prejudicial
to the defense interests of the Nation.

Contractor. Any industrial, educational,
commercial, or other entity which has executed a contract
with a User Agency or a Department of Defense Security
Agreement with a Department of Defense agency or activity.

DCASB. Defense Contract Administrative Serviges
Region.

7 United States Department of Defense, Industrial
Security Eanual for Safeguarding Classified Information
(AttachrLent to DD Form 441), DoD 5220.22-M, (Viashington:
Government Printing Office, 1 July 1966), pp. 2-7.
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DDC. Defense Documentation Center.

Declassif. To cancel the security classification
of an item of cassified material.

Department of Defense (DoD). Office of the
Secretarof Defens-e, Department of Defense agencies, and
the Departments of the Army, Navy, and Air Force.

Document. Any recorded information regardless of
its physical form or characteristics, exclusive of
machinery, apparatus, equipment, or other items of material,

Downgrade. To assign a lower security classifica-

tion to an item of classified material.

DSA. Defense Supply Agency.

Facility. A plant, laboratory, office, college,
university, or commercial structure with associated
warehouses, storage areas, utilities and components,
which, when related by function and location, form an
operating entity.

Facility Security Clearance. An administrative
determination that, from a security viewpoint, a facility
is eligible for access to classified information of a
certain category (and all lower categories).

ISM. Industrial Security Manual.

Industrial Security. That portion of internal
security which is concerned with the protection of classi-
fied information in the hands or U.S. industry.

Information. Knowledge which can be communicated
either orally, visually, or by means of material.

Material. Any document, product or substance on,
or in which, information may be recorded or embodied.
Material shall include everything, regardless of its
physical character or makeup. Machinery, documents,
apparatus, devices, models, photographs, recnrdings,
reproductions, notes, sketches, maps, letters, as well, as
all other products, substances or materials, shall
fall within the general term of material.

NCMS. National Classification Management Society.
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Need-To-Know. A determination made by the
possess6r--of-class-fied information that a prospective
recipient, in the interest of national defense, has a
requirement for access to, knowledge of, or possession
of the classified information in order to perform tasks
or services essential to the fulfillment of a classified
contract.

Negotiator. Any employee, in addition to owners,
officers, directors, or executive personnel, who requires
access to classified information during the negotiation
of a contract or the preparation of a bid or quotation
pertaining to a prime or subcontract.

Regrade. To assign a higher or lower security
classification to an item of classified material.

SECRET. Information or material the unauthorized
disclosure of which could result in serious damage to the
Nation; such as, by jeopardizing the international
relations of the United States, endangering the effective-
ness of a program or policy of vital importance to the
national defense, or compromising important military or
defense plans, scientific or technological developments
important to national defense, or information revealing
important intelligence operations.

Security. The safeguarding of information
classified TOP SECRIET, SECRET, or CONFIDENTIAL against
unlawful or unauthorized dissemination, duplication, or
observation.

TOP SECRET. Information or material the defense
aspect o-Twhich is paramount, and the unauthorized
disclosure of which could result in exceptionally grave
damage to the Nation; such as, (i) lead to a definite
break in diplomatic relations affecting the defense of
the United States or its allies, a war, or (ii) the
compromise of military or defense plans, intelligence
operations, or scientific or technological developments
vital to the national defense.

Unauthorized Persons. Any persons not authorized
to have access to specific classified information in
accordance with the Industrial Security Nanual.

User Agencies. The Office of the Secretary of
Defense, Department of Defense agencies, and Departments
of the Army, Navy, and Air Force.
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Weapon System. A general term used to describe a
weapon and those components required for its operation.

V. ORGANIZATION OF THE RE"IhDER OF THE THESIS

Chapter two will outline the history of classifica-

tion and classification management. A presentation of

classification management today will concluide the

chapter.

Chapter three will be an analysis of the

Department of Defense guidance given to contractors and

chapter four will present an analysis of existing industry

programs. Emphasis in these two chapters will be on

current practices and procedures.

The focus of chapter five will be on the major

deficiencies in classification today. The effects of

classification management and recommendations as to

possible solutions will be offered in chapter six.

Chapter seven will contain a summary and

conclusions with the bibliography and appendixes

following.



CHAP.TER II

CLASSIFICATION AND CLASSIFICATION MANAGEMENT TODAY

It seems that as far as one can go back in history,

man has desired to retain bits of knowledge for his own

use and to the exclusion of others around him. In recent

decades, the type and amount of such "exclusive"

information has grown beyond comprehension. With respect

we, to government official information:

Classified documents are being stockpiled
at the rate of 1373 feet a week. . .A one
million-cubic-foot stockpile of classified
documents has been created since W.W. II -
three times as much as that created from 1
the inception of the system. . .until 1946.

As our technology expands, the amount of information that

is required to be withheld from potential enemies grows

at an increasing rate. Unlike information under the

Jurisdiction of the Atomic Energy Commission which is

"born" classified, DoD information must be assigned a

classification and a category. How this has developed

and the method of handling such information from

conception through contract close-out is the ';ubject of

this chapter.

'"DOD's Secret Files Just Grow and Grow," Missiles
and Rockets, VII (1 August 1960), 15.

11
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I. HISTORY OF CLASSIFICATION
2

Document classification in the United States has

been used as a form of censorship and information control

since the Revolutionary War. The formal, explicit

controls to which we are subject today are of recent

vintage. World War I brought the first organized

approach to document classification. Voluntary censorship

began on March 24, 1917. Then, on April 13, 1917,

xecutive Orde r 2_5_% established the Committee on Public

Information. This censorship of information released to

the public did not work, and the solution was felt to be

"secrecy at the source." George Creer, head of the

Committee on Public Information during World War I felt

that the fear of unguarded speech became almost hysterical.

The answer was to effect control by the military depart-

ments. His recommendations were the basis for the

voluntary censorship code of December 31, 1940.

The military had always used codes and other means

of protecting information for use in tactical operations,

but now the need for control was expanded. Thus, was

born the classified document control concept. This had

2 Factual material for this section was extracted
from the testimony of Lloyd Wright, chairman of the
Government Commission on Government Security, given to
Congress on 21 June, 1957, beginning with page 152.
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been nurtured quietly until World War II. Then, the need

for document control was emphasized, and a rash of

classification categories arose. The military saw such

terms as "eyes only," "highly sensitive," "secret," and

other nomenclature. It wasn't until 1953 that order was

brought out of this chaos. On November 5 of that year,

Executive Order 10501 was signed to establish the present

classification system. 3 Among other things, all official

information requiring protection was assigned one of

three categories; TCF SECRET, SECRET, and CONFIDEETIAL.

The Department of Defense immediately implemented this

Order, 4 Directions were given to industry by means of

the Armed Forces Industrial Securit Regulation and the

Industrial Security Manual. The idea was to:

Permit access to classified information
to only those trustworthy individuals who
have been determined to require such
information in furtherance of their
official duties.

More than three-quarters of all official informa-

3 Executive Order 10501 - Safeguardinc Official
Information in tha Interests of the Defense of the United
States (ah-ngton: -vernmmnt Prntting Offic-e,
November 5, 1953).

4 United States Department of Defense, Safeguarding
Official Information in the Interests of the Defense of
the United States, DoD-Directive 5270.1-(-hin-ton: -
Government Printing Office, 8 July 1957). This supercedes
the original directive of 19 November 1953.

5 Col. Sidnez Rubenstein, "Classification Manage-
ment," Industrial ,ecurity, VI (Cctober, 1962), 63.
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tion is classified CONFIDENTIAL. This lowest classif1:4-

tion requires a minimum of protection, yet accounts for

the bulk of classified information today. The need for

protecting information merely "prejudicial" to the interests

of national defense has been questioned, and it was even

proposed that the category be eliminated. Congress failed

to accept this recommendation and so, the CONFIDENTIAL

files increase.

Thus, from a modest beginning, classification has

grown until today, it affects the lives of hundreds of

thousands of people, employs thousands, and costs

billions of dollars annually. For all of that, it is

said that we are only trying to buy enough "lead time" to

stay one step ahead of our enemies. 6

II. DEVELOPMENT OF CLASSIFICATION MANAGEMENT

The implementation of a classification management

program in the Defense Department lagged far behind the

industrial security program. Despite the "crash" ICBM

program and the Wright Commission report, no real impact

was felt on the DoD classification program. 7

6John W. Wise, "What is Classification YManegement?
Historical Development of the Program" (copy of a
speech--no date. Space Systems Division, Lockheed
Missiles and Space Company, Sunnyvale, California), p. 1.

?Ibid.
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Then, because of a rapidly mounting inventory of classified

material was accumulating with no program for regrading

or declassification, the DoD implemented an Automatic

Time-Phased Downgrading and Declassification System in

1961.8 Executive Order 1096 established the system.

This was the first step. However, there was still no

formal DoD program until 1963, when the DoD Directorate

of Classification Management was established. 9 Since

then, the User Agencies have established similiar

programs. A DoD Classification Review and Advisory

Board was established, DoD Instruction 5210.47, Securit

Classification of Official Information, was implemented,

and the DoD program was put into full swing.

Industry interest in classification management

has followed far behind the DoD programs. A classifica-

tion management workshop was held by the American Society

for Industrial Security in 1963. In 1964, the National

8 United States Department of Defense, Automatic,
Time-Phased Down~radin_ and Declassificmtion of Classified
Dfense Information, DoD Regulation 5200.10 (•`ashington:
Government Printing Cffice, 26 July 1962).

9 United States Department of Defense, Classifica-
tion Management Program, DoD Directive 5120.33 (Washington:
oirnment Printing Office, 8 January 1963) and

Implementation of the Classification Minagement progra
DoD Instruction 5120.54 (Washington: Government Printing
Office, 8 January 1963).

10For example, AFR 205-24, "Classification Manage-
ment Program" (Washington, 9 July 1963) is the Air
Force program.
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Classification Management Scciety was incorporated. Thus

far, this society has conducted two very successful

seminars. Generally, participation has been individual

rather than corporate as companies with formal

classification management programs are in the minority.

The Department of Defense has implemented a

classification management program and has directed

User Agencies to do the same. At this writing, the DoD,

User Agencies, and the Defense Supply Agency are vigorously

attempting to bring their programs up-to-date with

classification needs. Unfortunately, the same cannot be

said of industry. A few large firms have adopted

successful programs, but the majority still feel that

classification is a "necessary evil" and collateral

function of contracts, administration, or security. Many

feel that the costs of implementing a classification

program are much greater than the potential benefits.

However, professional organizations and the DoD are

attempting to educate management, and as stated in the

first chapter, this is the purpose of this thesis.

III. CLASSIFICATION MANAGEMENT TODAY

At this point, it would be most appropriate to

acquaint the reader with the mechanics of classification

management as it exists today. To do this, an outline
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of classification policy will be given, beginning with

government direction and concluding with implementation

by industry.

Department of Defense Direction

An idea is born. From this idea, military planners

must assess its impact on our national de.ense. If this

idea fits into one of the categories of official

information, the material is assigned a secuArity

classification. Only the Defense Department has original

classification authority for defense information.I For

TOP SECRET, these people are listed by title. For SECRET

and CONFIDEETIAL, the numbers of people having original
12

classification authority are kept to a minimum. Once

the classification is assigned, the information must be

protected from compromise. This protection will be

maintained until such time as the originator feels the

information can be downgraded, declassified, or grouped

llThis is a very general interpretation of
Section 2 of ieutiv Order 10501. The specific
departments and agencies having original classification
authority are designated by the President. The point
is that only those agencies so desiguated and having
direct responsibility for national defense will have
original classification authority.

12 As reported at the 2nd Annual Seminar of the
WCMS by the DoD Director of Classification Management,
624 have TOP SECRET classification authority, 8554 have
SECRET authority, and 32,000 have CONFIDEITIAL
classification authority.
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in accordance with the autcmatic time-phased downgrading

and declassification system.

Then, if the information will be needed for

performance of a contract, participating firms must have

a facility clearance and have executed a security agree-

ment with the DoD or User Agency.13 Request for quote or

a request for proposal is the next step. The contract is

then negotiated. Once the contract has been agreed upon,

the firm begins work. Hopefully, the security require-

ments have been given to the firm before the start of the

project.14 From this, the contractor has an idea of what

is tc be expected with regard to information protection.

The provisions of the Industrial Security Manual are

effected to provide the proper planning, organization,

and control of the classified materials.

Jurisdiction for the performance of the contract is

assigned to the Defense Contract Administrative Services

Region in the area where the contractor facility is

located. These regional offices insure a centralized

1 3 8ee Appendix 3 for a copy of DD Form 441,
"Security Agreement."

14 The formal method is by use of DD Form 254,
Security Reauirements Checklist. The next chapter will
discuss this form more fully. See Appendix 4 for a copy
of this form and also, DD Form 254-1. Often, this form
is not available at the start of the contract and
supplemental guidance must be given in the form of
a letter.
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management control of DoD contracts. 1 5 Security

cognizance has been delegated to the DCASR officus, and

the security representative is responsible for insuring

contractor compliance with the Industrial Security

Regulation, the Industrial Security Manual, and contractual

specifications imposed by the specific DD Form 254. The

Defenso Supply Agency Office of Industrial Security has

over-all security responsibility and conducts field visits

along with security representatives of the various User

Agencies involved. The DSA Office of Industrial Security

is also the office of primary responsibility for

preparation and maintenance of the Industrial Security

Regulation and Industrial Security Manual.

In summary then, only the government can classify.

The information that is to be protected, along with the

requirements for protection are identified to the

contractor. Compliance is then monitored by the

Defense Supply Agency DCASR office having security

cognizance over the facility.

1 5Robert Donovan, "The 'New Look' in Industrial
Security" (unpublished manuscript). This explains the
reorganization of the Cognizant Security Offices as a
result of Project 60 adopted by Mr. McNamara soon after
assuming office. This project resulted in the
consolidation of over 200 existing organizations in the
military departments into a single unit responsible for
contract administration.
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Industry Implementation

Upon receipt of the contract DD For•n 254 from the

User Agency, the contractor must interpret what

information needs protection and disseminate these

requirements to all interested agencies in the firm.

This task is usually the responsibility of the contracts

office, administrative office, industrial security office,

or, in the case of a few large firms, the classification

management office. At the same time, physical security

requirements are identified and implemented (e.g. secure

storage areas, restricted areas, locks, fences, etc.).

As mentioned previously, only the government has

original classification authority. However, derivative

materials must be identified and handled in the same

manner as the original information. This is a difficult

task. Usually, the technical and engineering people are

the best qualified. Their knowledge of system theory

enables them to better understand the concepts.

Unfortunately, these same people are not known for their

interest in security.

Once the information is identified, it must be

marked and stored in compliance with the Industrial

Security Manual. Then, a constant control is necessary to

insure accountability. This involves account numbers,

signing for material use, and inventory at frequent
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intervals. It is this portion of the classification

management program at which the fate of the facility

clearance is most crucial.

Regrading and declassification is the responsibility

of the originator of the material, but the review and

maintenance of the automatic system is the responsibility

of the user. A constant review for content is necessary,

and often the user must request a reevaluation of the

classification to insure the currency of the classifica-

tion category. Finally, when a document is no longer

needed, the contractor must destroy it in accordance with

appropriate directives. This usually involves facilities

for shredding, burning, or pulping.

On the close-out of the contract, the classified

material must be destroyed, returned to the Defense

Documentation Center, or returned to the User Agency.

Regardless of whether or not the material was furnished

by the customer or developed by the company, the DoD

requires that no unnecessary classified be retained. 1 6

The idea is that no excess of classified inventories

should be maintained by industry, thus making primary

16To further qualify this statement, documents

may be retained if they are necessary to support a
financial audit of the contract by the customer or
Government Accounting Office.
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the concept of need-to-know over contractor proprietary

information.

From the receipt of the security requirements

through contract close-out, the contractor is closely

regulated. Chapter 4 will explain many of these areas

in greater detail, but it is hoped that the reader now

has enough of a background to identify some possible

problem areas.

IV. THE SPECIAL CASE FOR RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

In the scramble to adjust the security requirements

to a feasible set of rules, research and development firms

claim that their interests have been subordinated to those

of the hardware producers. Research and development

firms, in general, desire a different set of procedures

to facilitate their work.

As a rule, any individual in possession of

information that he feels may be classified, must protect

it at the highest level of classification necessary until

such time as an official determination is made by a

classifying official. 1 7 This requires that personal notes,

worksheets, models, etc., be classified when the informa-

tion is thought to have security implications. Often an

1 7 Executive Order 10501, Section 15,
"Exceptio~al Cases.1
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official determination requires a great deal of time.

Prom the point of view of the researcher, it means that

work must be confined to the laboratory and all notes and

scraps must be laboriously gathered, marked, grouped, and

accounted for at all times. Many researchers avoid

classified work because of these restrictions. 18 Strict

adherence to the rules is easily understood by the

security man but not the technical man. This conflict

often leads to nothing being classified until such time as

the end product or answer is achieved. 1 9 Otherwise, a

great deal of time and effort is expended in accounting

for documents that may not need classified controls.

New regulations for scientific and technological

information are being devised to correct the more serious

problems.20 These can only facilitate the basic

requirements, not replace them. As research and

development gets a bigger piece of the Defense pie, its

1 8 This point was emphasized many times by the
scientists present at the NCOS seminar.

1 9 0bviously, such a statement cannot be documented.
However, this exact result was mentioned in connection
with comments relevant to R & D facilities and the new
requirements imposed by the revised Industrial Securit
Manual at the last NC•aS seminar.

2 0 For example; AFR 205-29, Classification Criteria
and Factors for Scientific and Technical Information,
D-epartment of the. Air 7orce &Wasnington: Government
Printing Office, 1 ilarch 1965).
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voice will get stronger. But so long as the protective

requirements remain the same, research and development

will have problems dissimiliar to those of the hardware

producers.

V. SUMMARY

The objectives of management procedures in

classification have been to insure that:

1. Classification and declassification policies,
standards, and criteria are responsive to
the current needs of the Department of
Defense.

2. Individual classification determinations
are accurate and consistent and reflect the
corporate judgment of the DoD.

3. Overclassification is prevented to the
maximum extent possible and scrupulously
avoided.

4. Declassification is facilitated by prompt
and timely actions.

5. All aspects of classification and declassi-
fication are effectively administered at all
levels in the Department of Defense and in
industry. 2 1

From the time of the Wright Commission to now, the

criticism has been that overclassification is the cause of

the majority of the problems. But, the penalty is much

less severe for this than the failure to classify

2 1 Rubenstein, o. cit., p. 64.
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information that requires protection. "When in doubt,

classify" seems to be the byword. Doubt is prone to occuir

more often today as our technological discoveries outrun

our understanding of these discoveries.

Progress has been made. We have gone from the

classification of "things" to an emphasis on "information,"

no matter what form this information may take. 2 2

Overclassification is a product of the system as it exists

today. Specific problems will be discussed in later

chapters. WVith this background, we move to a more

detailed discussion of DoD guidance and direction given

to the contractor.

22
Wise, a. cit., p. 3.



CHAPTER III

DEPARTb~bT OF DEFENSE GUIDANCE

This chapter will discuss the DoD classification

guidance given to the Defense contractor. The basic

documents, Executive Order 10501, DoD Instruction 5210.47,

and DoD Directives 5200.1 and 5120.33 will be the starting

point. A discussion of the automatic time-phased

downgrading and declassification system will follow.

Then,'more specific areas with regard to contractor

guidance will be covered. DD Form 254, the Industpial

ecurity Regulation, and the Industrial Securit MIanual

will be discussed.

Supporting materials for discussions of contractor

guidance will be from the questionnaire and comments of

participants at the 1966 Seminar of the National

Classification Management Society.

I. BASIC REQUIREJENTS

Classification

As mentioned in the preceding chapter, the most

basic document with regard to classification is

Executive Order 10501. This nine page document has

twenty sections covering the limitations of authority to
28



classify, methods of classification, requirements for

marking, custody and transmission requirements,

accountability guidance, and regrading, declassification,

and destruction requirements. Review to insure the

safeguarding of classified defense information is

assigned to the National Security Agency. The DoD and

User Agencies must also assign individuals to continually

review the implementation of the order. Although the

document directs these safeguards against the withholding

of information from the public that they have a right to

know, it is impossible for one individual or agency to

review all the classified in existence for content

and analysis.

The DoD expands the order with DoD Directive 5200.1.

Specific areas which needed clarification are reviewed.

Some of these are code words, photographs, methods of

transmission, and requirements for combat related

operations. Each User Agency expands even further with

specific regulations, but this is a common procedure when

applying general directives to specific situations.

DoD Instruction 5210.47, Security Classification

of Official Information, defines the technicues and

procedure3 for classification. Authority to classify is

assigned and derivative classification procedures are

explained. Principles and criteria for classification
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are outlined and a section is devoted to the mechanics

of classification. Review of classified guidance is

directed to be on a yearly basis. This review is supposed

to consider content as well as accounting accuracy.

The standards required by this instruction were

applied to the military upon implementation, in early

1965. However, the Industrial Security Program was not

included until the recent revisions to the Industrial

Security Regulation and Industrial Security Manual.

Classification Management

The first step toward a DoD classification

management program was DoD Regulation 5200.10, dated

26 July 1962. This regulation established a continuing

system for automatically downgrading and declassifying

classified defense information originated by or under the

Jurisdiction of the DoD (and other agencies). All classi-

fied defense information (excluding Atomic Energy Commis-

sion information for our purposes) must, when issued, be

placed into one of four groups. The grouping and

authority is marked on the front of the document. See

Figure 1 for the specific group requirements.

Group 1 and 2 documents, because of their sensi-

tivity, will never be automitically downgraded or

declassified. The problem here is evident. Constant

review and evaluation is necessary to insure the
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FIAURE 1

AUTOMATIC DOWINGR.DING AND ATJTCOATIC DECLASSIFICATION CHART

GROUP 1 DCCUMENTS GROUP 2 DCCUIdENTS

(TS) (S) (C) (TS) (s)

RE'.IN SAME CLASSIFICA-
TION INDEFINITELY, UNLESS
DOW1NGRADED OR DECLAS-
SIFIED BY THE ORIGINATING
AUTHORITY, CR BY A HIGHER
OFFICIAL IN THE CHAIN OF
COMMAND.

REMAIN SAME CLASSIFICA-
TION INDEINITELY, UNLESS
DOWNGRADED OR DECLAS-
SIFIED BY THE ORIGINATING
AUTHORITY, OR BY A HIGHER
OFFICIAL IN THE CH-IN OF
COAMMAND.

GROUP 3 DCCUMZENTS GROUP 4 DOCUMENTS

(TS) (S) (C) (TS S) (C)

I 3 YRS. (S) (C)

6 YRs. (C)
12 YRS. (S) ( ) 12 YRS. (U) (U) (U)

24 YRS. (C)
REMdAIN CCNFIDENTIAL IIDEFI:ITELY
U•-LESS DLCLA'SIFIED EY THE
ORIGINATING AUTHORITY OR BY A
HIGHER OFFICIAL IN THE CHAIN OF CClLMAND.
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information is properly classified.

Group 3 and 4 documents do provide for automatic

actions. But, in the rapid pace of our technology today,

the amount of time needed for action seems inappropriate.

Many classified items today will be obsolete in ten years,

but they would still be classified CONFIDENTIAL. It is

said that this is the reason that the radar set for the

B-17 bomber is still classified. Spokesmen for defense

and industry express hope that the time requirements for

-he automatic actions will be reduced in the near future.

No formal DoD classification management program

existed until January of 1963. At that time, DoD

Directive 5120.33 was implemented. It established, under

the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Manpower), a

classification managcment organization to:

. . .establish policies, standards and
criteria for the classification and
declassification programs of the DoD
and will be the focal point in the
DoD for resolution of questions
pertaining to clarsification and
declassification.

With this, the classification management program in the

DoD was begun. It was implemented with the sister

Instruction 5120.34 which establis'led the DoD Directorate

1 United States Department cf Defense, Classifica-
tion Management Pro ram, DoD Directive 5120.33
(Viashington: Government Printing Office, 8 January 1963),
paragraph II B.
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.. of Classification Management. The duties of this agency

included monitoring the classification guides given to

industry, and insuring the DD Form 254 used by industry

was reflecting accurate security classifications on a

current basis. This leads us to a discussion of

these items.

II. INDUSTRY CLASSIFICATION GUIDANCE

Industrial Securit Regulation

DoD 5220.22-R is the Industrial Security Regulation.

This governs the industrial security relationships of the

Defense Department with industry. Section I, part 3,

assigns security cognizance of the DoD industrial security

program to the Defense Supply Agency. This cognizance

implies constant monitoring of the industry program to

include periodic security inspections of the facility.

User Agencies are not precluded from making inspections

of contracted firms so long as the proper coordination

is maintained with the cognizant security office. These

inspections are the basis for the firm maintaining its

facility clearance.

Section IV setE the standards for the security

inspections. To achieve uniformity, an Industrial

Security Inspection Checklist (DD Form 696) is used.

Unfortunately, this checklist is of the "yes or no"
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variety with little room for general comments.2 A single

reference to classification management is made in that

one question deals with contractor review of DD Form 254

for each current contract. No mention is made of a

contractor classification management program nor is the

inspector really concerned with the techniques of con-

tractor management of classified inventories.

Section VII of the regulation deals with security

classification &nd declassification, but this is rather

descriptive. Actual requirements are explained in the

Industrial Security Manual.

Industrial Security Mianual

The Industrial Security M:lanual (DoD 5220.22-M)

was recently revised and is dated 1 July 1966. It has

grown from a 28 page document into a giant of 236 pages.

Our attention will be focused on Section II, "Handling of

Classified Information." It is this section which expands

(for industry) the requirements of DoD Instruction 5210.47.

Paragraph lOa defines the intent:

.Contractors are encouraged to advise
and assist in the development of the
classification guidance in order that
their technical knowledge may be utilized
and they may be in a better rosition to
anticipate the security requirements

a

2See Appendix 5 for a copy of this checklist.
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under the contract and organize their 3
procedure and physical layout accordingly.

The question is, do negotiations carry out the tenor of

this statement? The answer generally, is a negative

one--especially since security requirements are not

negotiated. At the recent NCMS seminar, however, a few

firms reported excellent success in assisting with

security guidance. These representatives also added that

a great deal d pends on the government negotiator.

Industr• has voiced an almost unanimous criticism

against the provisions of paragraph lla, "Initial

Marking." This paragraph sets the standards for the

marking of classified documents. As an example, the front

and back of the document must be marked with the highest

classification contained therein. Each page will be

marked, top and'bottom, with the highest classification of

information contained on either side cf the page. Finally,

each paragraph will be preceded with a notation [a (TS),

(8), or (C) to denote the level of classification, and a

(U) if no classification is involved] identifying the

highest level of information found in the paragraph. It

is this last provision which has caused industry the

3United States Department of Defense, Industrial
Security Manual for Safeguarding Classified Information,
DoD 5220.22-K (W1ashington: Government Printing Office,
1 July 1966), p. 25.



greatest distress. Specific problems will be discussed

in chapter 5, but it must be said that the military has

implemented this provision very successfully.

The computer age has also caused problems. The

manual attempts to deal with procedures for protecting

information stored on computer memory drums and magnetic

tapes. However, a computer is often used for a great

deal of unclassified work such as inventory and payroll,

and so accomplishment of these tasks is often hindered

because of document control, restricted areas, and other

security requirements.

It is not the intent to relate each requirement of

the manual. The purpose of the discussion has been to

acquaint the reader with the expanding nature of each

document as we go from the original directive to the

specific requirements imposed on the contractor. Despite

the troublesome areas discussed, the contractor is given

specific guidance and, at the same time, is allowed

sufficient latitude for implementing the requirements

with regard to the individual contract and the nature of

his facility.

DD Form254

Without exception, every individual working in the

classification field has an opinion of DD Form 254,

Security Reauirements Checklist. It is this form that
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identifies to the contractor the security classification

of the end product, and the portions of the contract that

affect the over-all classification. An examination of

this form (which is reproduced in Appendix 4) will

facilitate i's understanding and use. For example, if

the range of a missile to be built by the XYZ Corporation

is designated SECRET by the classifying official, at the

time of request for proposal, request for quote, or

during the actual negotiation of the contract, the User

Agency should have presented a completed DD Form 254 to

the company. The contract would be identified on the

first page. Then, in section 12L, an "X" would be placed

in the SECRET block (uith a notation indicating maximum,

minimum, or optimal range). This idontifies the specific

part of the project which requires protection. If, at a

later date, the classifying official feels that the

range need only to be classified CONFIDENTIAL, a revised

DD Form 254 would be issued. 4  Then, upon completion of

the contract, a final DD Form 254 is issued, proportedly

to assist in evaluating materials that may be retained by

the contractor. If this system appears simple, the

reason is because it is. In fact, it is too simple.

4Note that this would be issued and not negotiated.
However, the contractor can request an evaluation of the
classification in an attempt to clarify the item or
request regrading or declassification.
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Taking the above exam;le, we don't know exactly what

makes the range classified. It could be the type of

material used in the missile housing, the propellant, or

the aerodynamic properties of the missile itself. This

absence of detail leads to a great deal of confusion as

will be explained more fully in chapter five.

III. SUMMARY

To summarize, the general guidance provided by

the DoD is excellent. The techniques of application

correspond to the philosophy of classification. The

DoD has attempted to keep pace with classification needs,

and with the exception of the automatic downgrading and

declassification system, it has succeeded.

However, specific guidance given to the contractor

in the form of the Security Requirements Checklist is

definitely not adequate. This has additional

consequences in that this is the most crucial portion of

guidance given to the individual contractor. It seems

that, for once, there is a clear picture of the forest,

but difficulty in identifying the individual trees.



CHAPTER IV

INDUSTRY PROGRAMS

To be consistent with the definition of classifi-

cation management presented in the introduction, industry

programs will be described with regard to staffing,

planning, organizing' and controlling. Industry

publications and interviews with industry personnel

provided a great amount of material for this chapter.

The questionnaire results proved to substantiate the

analysis.

Despite the questionnaire tabulations in Appendix 1,

only a very small percentage of firms have formal

classification management programs. It was felt that

many respondents were defensive when asked about the

existence of such a program as a negative answer might

imply failure to comply with DoD regulations. The fact is

that classification management on the industry level is

most often conducted as a part-time duty of the industrial

security office. 1 This task is usually in addition to

IThe questionnaire substantiates this with
question six. Many industry representatives admitted that
although they had a classification management program
on paper, they were unable to devote any time to it
because of more pressing responsibilities.

37
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management of the guard force, personnel clearances,

access control, physical plant protection, and other

areas dealing more directly with traditional security

responsibilities.

Because accountability of TOP SECRET and SECRET

documents is a requirement of all holders, every contractor

assigns an agency to be responsible for this task. 2  This

is establishad as the company "classification management

program," but one that is a far cry from what the original

definition would suggest.

I. STAFFI1NG

Full-time classification manazement representatives

are a rarity. The survey reports only six companies with

such a job description. Generally, the companies were

ones with large amounts of classified materials, The job

descriptions resembled the Industrial Securit Manual when

describing purpose and objectives. Figure 2 presents two

examples. Salary scales ranged from $600-1100 monthly

depending on the size of the company. No special back-

ground was required, except that a college degree was

important. Experience in the administrative security

field was considered very helpful. However, it is

2Section 7a of Executive Crder 10501 and par. 12a
of the Industrial Security •anual.
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FIGURE 2

TWO CLASSIFICATION JOB DESCRIPTIONS

1. CLASSIFICATION MANAGEMM,7T REPRESENTATIVE

OCCUPATIONAL ZUAiL.ARY

Collaborates in development and maintenance of Division
Clasrification Managemeht Program. Under minimum
supervision acts as prime point of contact within Division
and to customer on classification matters pertaining to
assigned programs or projects. Serves on joint contractor/
government classification committees as required.

Interprets customer classification requirements for
assigned programs and prepares detailed classification
guidance for company and subcontractor use.

WORK PERFOC:Ž.JD

Participates in maintaining a close working relationship
with customer technical program offices and affected
government agencies which generate classification
requirements for Division contracts. Serves as required
on customer joint classification committees and study
groups. Keeps supervision apprised as to classification
aspects of assigned programs, including problem areas
and achievements.

Reviews'and interprets new contract classification
requirements vith affected . . .project organizations.
Prepares and maintains detailed classification guidance
for . . and customer use. Furnishes . . .employees
with supplemental guidance as necessary to assist them in
making appropriate classification determinations.
Prepares and documents recommended changes to prime
Contract classification requirements.

Is responsible for assigning proper classification to
material and documents reviewed and performs'classification
reviews for purposes of downgrading or determini.ng initial
classification of material and documents.

Coordinates disposition and retirement actions for
classified documentation associated with terminated/
completed prime contracts.
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FIGURE 2 (CONTI1CJED)

Indoctrinates and briefs Division employees in
classification management philosophy, Division procedures,
and classification techniques.

Advises and confers with engineering, manufacturing and
support organizations in regard to classification
activities for established or proposed programs.

Prepares and revises on a timely basis classification
specifications for all classifji-d subcontracts relating
to assigned programs.

Monitors subcontractors (in coordination with
subcontracts and technical organizations) to insure com-
pliance with subcontract classification requirements
Keeps Classification Management Representative, Senio
advised of status or problem areas.

EDUCATION AND EXPERIEILCE RQTUIRED

Normally requires a degree in a technical field or
business administration, or the equivalent, and six years
of exverience in the field of classification management.
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FIGURE 2 (CONTINUED)

2. JOB TITLE: CLASSIFICATICN CCVTROL REPRESENTATIVE

NORMAL REPORTING RELATICNSHIP: Corporate Technical
Information Officer

BASIS OF EXE.MION: Administration

A. PRIMARY PURPOSE:

Serves as corporate advisor and representative in
matters relating to technical document and classified
information control by developing classified
inventory control systems to insure compliance with
corporate policies regarding pertinent contractual
agreements with the Department of Defense.

B. 1fJOR DUTIES:

1. Develops; corporate classified information controlsystems and provides guidance and direction in
their implementation to provide instant
accountability of classified documents at all
locations . .

2. Provides guidance and counsel to corporate
personnel, resolving problems associated with
document control procedures such as those
involving document reproductions, handling,
transmitting, recovering, upgrading, and down-
grading by analyzing alternate approaches where
only general or vague guidance exists, where
precedent is totally lacking, and when special
tact and diplomacy are required to handle
document control problems resulting from
misclassifications.

S3. Directs and participates in audits of classified
material inventories at information control
stations to insure conformance with established
control standards; in this cornection, analyzes
current relevant security requirements and
regulations, evaluates current procedures, and
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FIGUREu 2 (CCNTINUED)

developso recommendations for improved methods of
classifidd inventory control to avoid security
violations resulting from recording and
handling errors . . .

4. Assures proper control of classified information
by developing corporate guidelines and procedures
through liaison with the Security Manager .
and by evaluating alternate methods of complying
with such requirements to facilitate internal
operating effectiveness while assuring conformance
with legal requirements.

5. Presents briefings to military personnel and
government contracting agencies regarding
current document control systems and procedures.

6. Conducts investigations to resolve questions
involving documents which are not instantly
sighted or which appear to be mishandled or
incorrectly marked; implements corrective
measures to remedy flaws in current document
control procedures and thus prevent security
violations.

7. Directs the activities of the Classification
Control Assistant in matters pertaining to
classification controls, providing assistance
in the resolution of difficult problems, and
engaging in on-the-job training in advanced
phases of new classification controls, plans
and programs.

8. Assists the Corporate Technical Information
Officer, as required, in the formulation and
implementation of new information control plans
and programs.

9. Studies, analyzes and reports on the status of
corporate information control activities.
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difficult to generalize about a minority. It can be said

with reasonable assurance that a career in classification

management would be limited with respect to advancement

both within and without the corporate structure.

Classification management is often an additional

duty given to an administrative assistant in the technical,

information, administration, or contracts offices. The

salary is higher, but total responsibilities are greater.

Specific classification duties become less important to

the engineer or administrative assistant because

advancement lies in his specialty--not classification.

By far, the majority of programs are handled as a

part-time function of the industrial security office.

This is because the physical accountability of classified

documents is directly related to security, and a

compromise or loss of a document is a security matter.

However, the marking of documents is usually given to the

administrative office. Document control may or may not

be a part of the security function. The contracts office

usually handles communication regarding declassification

or regrading action. If any content review of classifi-

cation is conducted, it is most likely to be accomplished

by the engineering or technical staff. The industrial

security officer periodically conducts inspections to

insure proper marking, automatic downgrading and



declassification actions, and physical accountability.

In effect, industrial security personnel are performing

their usual monitor and control fvnctions with regard to

classification, and these functions are the direct result

of requirements contained in the Industrial Security

Manual.

Formal classification management programs are few

in number. The part-time programs are really a hodge-

podge in that the classification requirements are conducted

as a partial responsibility of many unrelated agencies

with no central direction. Few firms are staffed to ful-

fiil the objectives of a good classification management

program.

II. PLANNING

With the majority of DoD contracts, the earliest

time at which the contractor can begin planning for

classification requirements is receipt of the contract

DD Form 254, or some other pre-performance guidance.

When a firm competes for a classified contract, the

emphasis is on costs and profits. It is doubtful that

the company negotiator considers classification unless the

particular requirements of a specific contract would bring

about radical procedural changes to the firm. Mlore

often, the contracts office is unaware of the security

implications of accepting a particular project--except
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that a certain overhead percentage will be allotted to

security operations. 3

Upon receipt of the DD Form 254, classification

information must be disseminated to all interested

agencies. Three methods are commonly used. The first,

and most simple, is to reproduce the form and send it to

all agencies. The second method involves the extracting

and interpretation of the classification guidance and

putting it into letter form. Thus, the work of interpre-

tation is done at the highest possible level of

management. The third method is the most comprehensive.

It involves preparation of detailed classification guides

which are attached to the DD Form 254 and then distributed.

The latter two methods require the firm to be equipped

and staffed to interpret the security requirements. This

requirement also implies sufficient training and

experience.

When a firm receiv6s a facility clearance, a great

deal of classification planning has been done. For

example, document ccntrol procedures are established and

pnysical requirements have been identified. Document

origination and marking procedures are developed and

accountability procedures must be defined. This is

3At the NCMS seminar, the figiure of 6-8% of total
costs was mentioned as a common appraisal of security
costs.
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sufficient in a very general sense, but still not

adequate in dealing with individual contracts. It is in

planning for the individual contract where costs are most

important but where classification management is given

least consideration.

III. ORGANIZATION

Location of the classification management function

can be in any one of several areas. The administrative

office, technical office, contracts office, and industrial

security office are all used. The survey points to

industrial security as being the most frequent choice.

As has been demonstrated, the actual responsibilities are

divided. One writer says that:

Most professional security managers
acknowledge that classification management
is composed of almost equal parts of security,
technical and contract administration, but
feel that it would be a step backwards for
the whole industrial security program if
classification management develops
outside the traditional security organization. 4

But let us chance the tedium of repetition, and develop

a "box score" of the classification management program.

On the one side, we will place a function of the program.

Opposite this, we will place an estimate of which agency

4 Bob Donovan, "Classification Management,"
(handout Drovided to participants at the 2nd Annual NCMS
Seminar, Los Angeles, 13-15 July 1966).
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in a majority of firms today would have primary

responsibility for this task. Figure 3 demonstrates the

results. The managemeLt of classified inventories is not

simply a security or "police" function, but is a concept

not easily categorized as belonging to one particular

agency.

To summarize the organizational considera-
tions for the classification function, you
will find that it may be feasible to assign
the operations to any one of various offices.
There are both advantages and'disadvantages
in each instance. In any event to fulfill
its purpose the office must be equally
responsive to the classification needs of
all company organizations. Maintenance of
close cooperation with the technical,
industrial security, and document control
organizations is a basic necessity to
classification operations.5

IV. CONTROL

Ph~sical Accountability

The control of classified material within the

contractor facility is usually under the jurisdiction of

a classified document control agency. Document numbering,

storage, custody, receipt, and transmission along with

inventory accounting procedures are the usual tasks of

such an agency. Existing systems are generally centrally

5Robert J. Rushing, "Classification: A Key to
Realistic Security," Industrinl Security, VI
(October, 1963), 105.
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PIGURE 3

BOX SCORE OF THE CLASSIFICATION RMS-ONSIBILITY

.UNCTION RESPONSIBLE AGEINCY

CLASSIFYING (USING DD FCRM 254) TECHNICAL OFFICE

MARKING CONTRACT ADILiNIISTRATION

DISTRIBUTION OF GUIDAMCE CONTRACT ADMINIST•ATION

INVENTORY TEC1HNICAL OFFICE

REGRADING AND D3CLASSIFICATICN CONTRACT AD•.,IINISTRATION

ACCOUNTABILITY SECURITY OFFICE

DESTRUCTION CONTRACT AD:.INISTRATION

COMAPLIANCE SECURITY

TOTALS

CONTRACT AD~tINISTRATICN 4

TECHNICAL OFFICE 2

SECURITY OFFICE 2
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operated and hand controlled.

Once a document has been properly marked, it is

sent to the document control division@ An accountability

number is assigned and the document is placed in an

approved storage container. When the document is needed,

the requestor must show a need-to-know (or authorization,

in the case of a courier) and must sign for the document.

At all times, the classified document control supervisor

must have physical custody of the classified material or

a receipt showing the location and name of the user of

the material. This applies to temporary as well as

long-term assignments.

Systems are being devised to facilitate inventory

and accountability with multi-location control centers

and automated systems. These systems are in an experi-

mental stage, but classification people agree that this

is one area where data processing can be of great benefit.

Control is a prerequisite to any system, but in the

case of TOP SECRET and SECRET materials, it is mandatory

that the items be accounted for at all times.

CONFIDENTIAL materials do not need the same amount of

control, and are often neglected.

Content

Control of document content is not as rigid and,

in many cases, non-existent. Most firms review their
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contracts at frequent intervals, and many review all

classified mate.ý-ials as a collateral project. However,

it is felt that the classified reviews are administrative

and cursory, at best, since the individual making the

check does not always have the technical or conceptual

knowledge needed to assess the currency of the assigned

classification.

V. SUMMARY

Classification is a collateral objective of the

Defense contractor. He is, in most cases, not staffed

for this function, nor are classification requirements

considered when planning for individual contracts.

No universal plan of organization exists. Control for

accountability is rigid, but control of content is

ineffectual. It is the latter which allows

overclassification to exist, yet, this is the one

element of classification towards which all

classification management programs are directed.

Industry is discovering that classification is

not just a "necessary evil" which must be tolerated

when accepting Defense contracts. However, the methods

for hayidling classified inventories has not generally

been decided upon. Industry management is not yet
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convinced that the same ;zinciples of management applied

to the other phases of operation can be applied to

classification. This remains to be proven.



CHAPTER V

MAJOR DEFICIENCIES IN CLASSIFICATION TODAY

There are several areas of classification today

where serious deficiencies exist. The result of these

deficiencies is overclassification, and, as in a whirlpool,

overclassification is the cause of unnecessary expense

and impedes the flow of information.

The intent here is to identify specific deficiencies

'that exist as a result of the absence of sound management

practices. Not every problem can be discussed. However,

several areas have been selected which are deemed major

problems preventing effective classification.

I. INDUSTRIAL SECURITY IA!UAL

Industry objection to paragraph 11, which requires

classification by paragraph, is unanimous. Such a

requirement is said to be time consuming and costly. Also,

the present DD Form 254 falls short of the pinpoint

classification guidance necessary to implement this

requirement. In most cases, contractors are given a

relatively short amount of time to prepare final bids

for contracts, and para.graph marking will cause additional

hardships in this process. In one example., a contractor

52
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mentioned that an engineer had a document of four

paragraphs. None of the paragraphs alone was classified,

but the combination of them on a single page constituted

a SECRET document. Many other contractors have simply

stated that compliance will be too costly. 1 Despite the

fact that such objections were voiced loud and long, the

requirement was not deleted from the manual. The Defense

Supply Agency and the DoD have agreed to study the matter

further. 2 In an attempt to relieve industry of any

unnecessary burden, a substitute measure was authorized.

This allows a statement in the front of a classified

document (or attachment of a classification guide) in

lieu of paragraph markings to specify the nature and

degree of information requiring protection that is

contained in the document. 3

Paragraph 13f(l) establishes at what stage central

accountability is required. In effect, this requirement

says that all notes, preliminary drafts, or working

papers classified SECRET or higher must be entered into

IThese comments were compiled by the Aerospace
Industries Association for presentation at the industry-
government conference at Cameron Station, Virginia, in
January of 1966.

2 James A. Davis, "ISM Preview," Industrial Securit,
X (April, 1966), 21.

3 Industrial Security Manual, par. lla, pp. 26-27.
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the document control accountability system. industry

claims this to be "obstructive and essentially

unenforceable" as technical people will withhold any

classification actions until just before publication. 4

This appears to be a threat rather than a logical approach.

The fact remains that classified information is just as

valuable in draft form as it is in final form. That is

the reason for accountability--to insure control of this

information.

Despite many changes to the manual, a still

unresolved problem is the retention of classified contract

material after contract close-out. All classified

material retained (including non-accountable CONFIDENTIAL

information) is subject to repeated inventories and

justifications. The idea is to disallow uncontrolled

retention of classified documents. In reality, the reason

it is desireable to retain certain information is because

of technical interrelaticnships. Work on one project

often affects another project. Also, companies desire to

retain proprietary information developed in a particular

effort. DoD retorts that the customer (User Agency'. has

4 Bob Donovan, "A Preview of DoD's New Industrial
Security Manual," Security World, VIII (March, 1966), 17.
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purchased all information relative to the contract and

disposition of such information is at the prerogative of

the customer. 5

The Industrial Security Manual is still very much

hardware-oriented. Research and development concerns,

especially those engaged in basic research, will continue

to have difficulty in meeting the administrative

classification requirements. It is surprising that

greater attention was not given to research as the DoD

was more than willing to listen to industry recommenda-

tions. Industry proposals were not binding on the DoD,

yet many were incorporated into the revised manual.

Perhaps too much attention was given to detail and not

enough to concepts and philo3ophy.

II. DD FORM 254

Little can be said other than the form, as it

exists, is simply too vague to provide the contractor

with the classification needed to properly perform the

contract. Clarification of the guidance is often

impossible to obtain as contractors expressed considerable

5A lively discussion of this point between industry
and government representatives at the NCOM seminar never
resolved the issue. As it stands, the requirement exists,
much to the chagrin of industry.
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difficulty in getting User Agency representatives to make

a decision on specific guidance requests. Furthermore,

time expended in requesting a decision is expensive--

both to the contractor and tne customer.

A serious DoD study is being conducted at this

time to revise DD Form 254. Suggestions from industry

have been submitted to the DoD Directorate of Classifica-

tion Management and a decision will come at a later date.

However, it is certain that a revision will be made.

This one gap in the DoD guidance program has caused MO-

confusion and has greatly contributed to overclassification

as it exists today.

III. COST STUDIES

To management, the proof of the classification

management program lies in cost avoidance. In other

words, what costs will be avoided by a vigorous program?

This necessitates defining a cost (over the unclassified

cost) of generation, marking, protection, storage,

inventory, transmission, and destruction of classified

material.

An answer to this problem was found in early

Lesearch in the form of a classified document cost

study conducted at the Space Systems Division of
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Lockheed.6 With a breakdown of direct and indirect costs,

a single additive cost for SECRET and CONFIDENTIAL

classifications was determined. The resultant totals

were $7.18 yearly for SECRET documents and $2.11 yearly

for CONFIDEIiTIAL documents. These results were made

public this year in a national news magazine. Magically,

an additional cost figure for TOP SECRET documents was

reported to be $10 yearly, but nowhere had this appeared

ih the original study. 7 Then, it was learned that the

indirect costs of personnel clearances, security

education, and plant guards had been assigned to document

costs in total. No attempt had been made to allocate

these costs among all of the various security functions.

Additionally, no consideration had been given to specific

"first year" costs of classification such as generating

or marking, as opposed to the continuing costs of

inventory, storage, and control. For these reasons, an

impressive set of figures was invalidated.

However, there was still hope as the questionnaire

included a section on costs. But, as the returns were

6 "C).assified Document Cost Study" (Space Systems
Division of Lcckheed ýissiles and Space Company,
LMSC/A703089, Sunnyvale, California, 28 August 1964).

7 "The Price of Secrecy," Newsweek, June 20, 1966,
p. 19.
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analyzed, one fact became clear. Defense contractors

4ýiAA W iat classification is costing them. The

ariable array of figures that were hastily scribbled in

the columns indicated a great lack of knowledge of what

compriZed these costs. This was true despite the fact

that the cost elements had been defined in the survey form.

One security representative felt that the cost of

classification wasn't really important. The fact that

the costs existed was enough as they were merely the

result of doing business with the government. But then,

how can top management be convinced that the company

should take a more vigorous attitude toward classification,

when the benefit of destroying over 10,000 documents,

now being needlessly retained, can't be proven? 8 Any

costs which a company doesn't know, aren't controlled

and uncontrolled costs are a potential drain on profits. 9

8This, along with other examples of the effects

of classification management on classified inventories,
was verified in personal correspondence, interviews,
and the questionnaire.

91t might be well to acknowledge that Headquarters
Air Force Systems Command conducted a study of industrial
security costs in 1963. However, the results were so
inconclusive that no dissemination has been made of the
results. After reviewing some industry inputs to the
study, it is easy to understand the difficulty AFSC
must have had in attempting to correlate all of the
information.
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IV. PROFESSIONAL STATUS OF THE

CLASSIFICATION REPRESENTATIVE

The need for a classification management career

field is hotly debated. Opponents feel that the field

is too narrow and that classification should be a function

of another field. Proponents of a separate career field

express opinions such as:

* . .the Department of Defense or its
contiactors will never, I repeat, never
have an acceptable ClassTfication lanagement
system unless a clearly defined Classification
Management career field is established
and recognized within the Department of10
Defense and the contractors facilities.

This is also the view expressed by the National

Classification Management Society:

The management of classification has
become, since world War II, the occupation of
specialists. Considering the complexity of
classification and its fundamental import to
the country, it is proper and indeed
imperative that classification management
be reserved to specialists. 1 1

The real problem is whether or not the duties of

the classification management representative can be

precisely defined. A large corporation can support a

10R. J. Rushing, "Major Tasks Ahead in Classifi-
cation iIanagement" (presented September 2, 1964, at the
10th Annual ASIS Seminar).

" 1l"Another Professional Society," editorial,
National Classification lanagement Society Journal, I
(Spring, .1965), 5.
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classification management "empire" just from its document

control program. But, by definition, it is more than

that. One basic need is the interpretation and

preparation of guidance from the DD Form 254. Few firms

can support the technical people for this purpose on a

full-time basis. But, on the other hand, can one person

handle and direct the functions of all the separate

agencies? If the definition of classification management

is accepted, then it must be acknowledged that few people

today possess all of the qualifications. The problem

is not managerial experience, but technical knowledge.

A few large firms have instituted separate classification

management departments with some success. 1 2 The duties

are certainly not universally defined within these large

firms. At this date, the salary range is not great and

the opportunity for advancement appears limited. 1 3

1 2 1t is also this group which has done the most
to promote a separate career field--almost as if to
Justify their position rather than to advance a
profession.

1 3 0ne large electronics firm at the recent NCMS
seminar was recruiting with salaries proportedly starting
at $10,000. Experienced people were wary of the offer
as the firm had recently been caught with some security
violations, and it was felt that once the "heat was off,"
those who had been hired would soon be looking for
work elsewhere.
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V. PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS AND PUBLICATIONS

There are two professional organizations currently

dealing with the problems of classification. They are

the American Society for Industrial Security (ASIS) and

the National Classification 1ýanagement Society (NCIS).

The latter organization was formed in 1964--supposedly

due to the lack of emphasis on classification by the

ASIS. The growth of the new organization has been

excellent and its success has prompted the ASIS to form

a Classification Management Committee. What effect this

will have on the NCMS is not yet known. One thing is

certain. The ASIS is larger and more influential. Since

classification management as practiced today is largely

concentrated in the industrial security function, the

ASIS will have a greater representation.

Communication is a real problem in classification.

The NCMS has been unable to get started in this area.

Only a single issue of the Journal has been published,

and it oily after some delay. iembers have been quite

disappointed with the organization in this respect, but

attribute it to "growingjiains." On the other hand,

Industrial Security, published by the ASIS has wide

distribution, but only a very small amount of space has

been devoted to classification. The articles are
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generally informative, factual, and void of contrcversy.

A relatively new pub14 cation, Securit World, ha- begun

a series on industrial security to include classification

management. The articles have been well written and

cover all aspects of the situation.

A great deal has been accomplished at the NCMS

seminars and ASIS workshops. But annual affairs are not

sufficient. The NCMS is not equipped to handle questions

as they might arise. Their library is small but growing.

Exchange of information is slow as there is no designated

agent to direct the efforts. ASIS is well equipped to

handle the flow of information from their Pubcutive

offices, but their classifirstiti, itý,ýi~ement :rram is

still in: its infancy.

Professional organizatiooni do exist, but h0m been

unable to fulfill their objectives vikl i , t9

classification. Publications de Oiin; with the subject

are few in number. CommunicationS, especially a

"11cross talk" between firms, is virtually non-existent

and, thus, possible ideas and solutions to individual

problems cannot be transmitted.

VI. IADUSTRY-GOVRN-Eý,LT COCP6RAPTION

Close cooperation between industry and government

is not noticeable. Despite the fact that government has
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solicited industry help, such cooperation is rare.

Industry claims that government is not flexible enough

and the DoD says that industry has just not come forth.

In one sense, this is a prcblem of training.

Government classification people do not really understand

industry problems nor do they comprehend the technical

language used by the engineer. A great deal of

classification is as igned arbitrarily. There is no

specialist in classification management in government.

At the same time, industry people do not understand

"governmentese"--the language of government.

Another problem again is communication. Routes

of communication are undefined. For industry to get a

clarification of security guidance, the person to whom

the query will be directed must be known, and a channel

of communication musý be found. Also, the individual

responsible must be willing and able to make a decision.

VII. INDUSTRY IDITIATIVE

The majority of firms surveyed designated an agency

or individual to be responsille for classification

management. Few firms, however, were adequately staffed

to insure proper -anagement of classified inventories.

This is especia y true with regard to interpretation of

classification guidance and review of inventories for



content analysis. Many representatives admitted that

their firms were plagued with excess inventories, but

personnel were just not available to perform an analysis

and review.

User Agencies express a desire for contractors to

participate in establishing classification requirements.

However, only one firm is known to have actually

participated in pre-contract negotiations to assist in

this area.l1 The survey also shows that only a small

percentage of contractors allow classification personnel

to assist in contract negotiation. In most instances,

the contract DD Form 254 is just reproduced and

distributed without any additional guidance. Contract

administrators fail to insure that the customer designates

an individual to be responsible for security clarification.

Generally, it seems that classification requirements are

ignored when planning for individual contracts.

Classification is a responsibility of many areas.

Yet often the firm does not designate an individual or

agency to coordinate these functions. By now, the reader

can see that classification management is not just

14The success of this one firm failed to impress
other participants at the MICS seminar. Few contractors
seem willing to spend money before the final contract
agreement regardless of the time and money this might
save at a later date.
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document control and compliance. It is a myriad of other

functions which must be coordinated to prevent

overclassification.

Even ir a function such as document control,

industry has only begun to take the initiative. Accounting

and inventory are two functions that can be easily

accomplished by automation, yet only a few firms have

data processed systems. Even with increasing classified

inventories, contractors still continue to operate using

centralized, hand-controlled systems.

At every turn industry has criticized the DoD for

inadequate direction, which has resulted in

overclassification. In reality, much of the confusion

is due to the lack of initiative on the part of industry

to correct the situation. The DoD has bý.en prepared to

bargain, so long as the resulting procedures did not

violate the intent of the requirements. Government

officials have admitted a lack of understanding the

problems of industry, but industry representatives have

failed to go half-way. Cverclassification will not be

solved by DoD conce3sions.

VIII. OVERCLASSIFICATION

Deficiencies in classification begin with the
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original classifying authority. The original classifi-

cation must be correct. From there, the problem is more

complex. Government direction is still not specific

ernl,-h to prevent an a llifi.~ion of tne problem. But,

more important, industry has failed to understand the

scope of the problem. This is partly due to a failure

in communication and a lack of understanding the results

of overclassification.



CHAPTER VI

CLASSIFICATION MANAGMENT

The deficiencies presented in the last chapter

can be overcome. There is no simple solution, yet the

methods proposed are common techniques of good

management. The synthesis of proposals presented along

with some new thoughts is not intended as a panacea.

But the presentation of how the management of classified

materials can prevent overclassification will show

possible benefits resulting from a good classification

management program.

I. GOVERNfdENT DIRECTION

Even though the Department of Defense is

responsible for establishing the guidelines, a great deal

can be done by industry to improve present procedures.

Since this is where classification originates, any

proposals for improvement must also begin at this point.

Industrial Securit Manual

The National Classification Lianagement Society

seminar approached the subject realistically. Meeting

just two weeks after the new standards had been published,

the Society discussed methods of implementing the

67
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procedures, and denied attempts of members to discuss

methods of avoiding the new requirements. Opinion as to

the possible benefits of paragraph marking was evenly

divided. Firms that had already experimented with the

procedure testified that the benefits far outweighed the

cost. The Industrial Security Office of the Air Force

Systems Command, in a policy letter to its detachments,

said it best:

Paragraph marking has the obvious
advantage of specifically identifying
information which is classified thereby
eliminating unnecessary classification..
This is particularly important in the case
of technical reports in view of the
necessity for making frequent extracts
therefrom.1

Industry has been given sufficient time to implement

this requirement. It appears that industry objections

were based on technique and not philosophy. This greatly

weakened the apparent overwhelming opposition. 2 Marking

requirements still leave something to be desired--

""•Marking of Technical Reports" (Letter from
Headquarters, Air Force Contract Management Division,
Los Angeles, 15 December 1965).

21n an attempt to further sophisticate this
requirement, Air Force is adding automatic time-phased
downgrading and declassification groupings to selected
documents. Thus, a secret paragraph falling under the
requirements of group 4 would be preceded by: (S)(Gp 4).
Needless to say, this proposal brought many groans from
industry representatives.
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especially with regard to footnotes, drawings, etc..

Nonetheless, the idea is sound and industry would do well

by accepting the requirements instead of blind resistance.

Research and development firms do have difficult

problems, but the solution is up to them. Suggestions

as to technique must come from the people closest to

the problem. Constant complaining is definitely not the

solution. The DoD has proven that workable solutions

will be adopted so long as the basic intent of classifi-

cation is not violated.

Retention of classified materials after contract

close-out is a question of need. Neither side is able

to agree in what form the need must be. One solution

exists in the Defense Documentation Center. This is a

repository for technical information relating to defense.

Material stored there can be retrieved by a contractor

with the proper need-to-know. To insure that information

is given the widest dissemination, a DDC index is proposed.

Such an index would be cross-referenced by subject,

author, and title. Interested contractors could subscribe

to the index so that all classified information would be

available to the contractor when needed. 3

3At the present time, the only known index of
classified defense information is sponsored by the Air
Force. However, a more general reference is needed.
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The revised ISM is much improved. Any problems

are due to procedure, and the DoD has been more than

willing to listen to industry in matters of technique.

DD Form 25

One proposal to the dilemma of inadequate

classification guidance is industry participation in

establishing classification criteria during contract

negot ation. Since the contracting officer has difficulty

under tanding the technical language, the solution seems

to be one of allowing a technical representative from

both sides to be a part of the negotiating team. These

people would discuss classification requirements. With

this technique, both sides would better understand tae

reasons for classification. If, for some reason,

additional clarification was needed at a later date,

industry would have a government counterpart where

quest.ons could be directed. 4 Communication would

certainly be expedited.

The second proposal is to let industry prepare a

draft DD Form 254 with the request for proposal package.

4 One Navy Contracting Officer has attempted to
implement a similiar procedure in that he personally
accepts all questicns related to classification. However,
he admits that no decision is made without consulting his
technical people and so, this proposal wculd seem to
be better.
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This would then be reviewed by the Contracting Officer

and his engineers. Most likely, the DoD DD Fort 254

would closely resemble the submitted draft. Thus, a small

amount of engineering money spent by the firm before

contract initiation would save a much greater amount

afterwards in attempting to get problems clarified. This

has worked well in the few cases where it has been tried,

and both the firm and the DoD benefited.

The third prcposal is a detailed classification

guide which would be attached to the DD Form 254. This

also fits into the concept of the revised DD Form 254

which is under consideration. A copy of this form is

found in Appendix 6. Examination of this form shows that

not only is the checklist format retained, but the greatly

needed specific guidance would also be included.

A combination of all the proposals is the best

solution. Pre-contract negotiation of classification

would be the first step. A draft DD Form 254 would be

submitted by the firm when the contract proposal was

returned to the User Agency Contracting Officer. Then,

at the time of contract acceptance, a classification

guide, prepared by the User Agency, would be attached to

the contract DD Form 254. The DD Form 254 with

attachments would then be a part of the contract.
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II. INDUSTRY I! PLENhTATION

Principles of management are easy to recite, but

with regard to classification, they must be identified.

There are positive actions that contractors can take to

improve the classification system. Basically, actively

managing the classified materials from contract negotiation

through close-out is the answer. Some specific

recommendations are proposed in this section.

Classification Yanagement as a Career

No one individual can possible perform all the

required classification tasks in a firm. It has been

admitted that classification is one task of many

specialties. Emphasis and coordination are needed, and

this can best be done by a management specialist.

Classification management cannot support a

separate career field. Yet, the management of classified

materials is more than a police function. The answer is

somewhat of a compromise.

Personnel trained in general management techniques

would be ideal. What is required is a coordinator--one

who would supervise the various classification tasks

performed by the other agencies. The only specialized

training would be with regard to the Industrial Security

Regulation and the Industrial Security M-anual. These are
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specific documents and not difficult to understand.

-Smaller companies could staff classification

management with a general management type of individual.

This could even be done on a part-time basis so long as

the classification duties were properly emphasized*

Larger companies could possibly support a staff with

direct responsibilities for document control and

accountability. Either way, management must be the

emphasis. Advazcement opportunities that are management-

oriented would be greater than those that are

classification-oriented.

Staffing for compliance or document control has

not proven effective. The firm must insure the coordina-

tion of DD Form 254 interpretation, content analysis

reviews, document control, destruction, and compliance

as the responsibility of an individual or agency. This

is essential before effective planning and control can

ever be accomplished.

Pre-Contract Negotiation

Such a procedure has already been suggested with

regard to DD Form 254. However, thic is one point that

cannot be overemphasized. Classification requirements

can and must be negotiated. Classification representa-

tives should be an integral part of any negotiating team.

Even a detailed classification guide will be less than
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sufficient if the company is not aware of the

classification philosophy used in a particular project.

The firm must be willing to spend a certain amount

of money prior to final contract acceptance. Such planning

will surely be beneficial in reducing delays and expense

of security clarification after work has started. This

will also allow for a better estimation of classification

costs and be reflected in more accurate profit planning.

Professional Organizations and Communication

The views expressed by industry with regard to

classification must be consolidated intc a single,

influential voice. For a number of reasons, the National

Classification Management is the logical choice. Although

it lacks the sophistication of larger organizations, the

interest and drive is present. The objectives of the

society must be realigned to meet classification needs.

Regional workshops are suggested. At such

workshops, User Agency representatives could explain

classification philosophy. Management refresher courses

could be conducted by university personnel. A greater

exchange of ideas would be possible and the tecLnicuee of

classification could be taught. This would also be a good

orientation as well as an excellent means of insuring

industry knowledge of the latest requirements and

techniques.
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Also, the NCMS must establish a national

headquarters. Such an agency is needed as a communications

link between people with questions and those with possible

answers.

Finally, timely and complete information must be

made available to industry representatives. This could

be in the form of a newsletter or a magazine.

The advantage of the NCMS representing classifi-

cation personnel is that the society isn't confined to a

particular career area. It is able to serve the needs

of classification personnel in administration, technical

offices, industrial security, and the other specialities,

as well as the classification coordinator. This offers

a great challenge to this young society and the next few

years will determine its success or failure.

Automation

Document control is often cited as the one aspect

of classification that is most suitable for data processing

techniques.5 Experience is proving this to be true. Not

only does automation facilitate inventory, but it can

also be used for relating data to specific contracts and

Edward G. Goulart, "Classified Document Control:
A Synthesis of the Elements Relating to the Development
of an Automated System," unpublished Master's thesis,
Boston College, 1965.
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provide destruction data. Additionally, automated

systems can be used to implement downgrading and

declassification information. 6

As automated hardware decreases in size and cost,

smaller firms will be able to participate in these refined

document control systems. Machine-based systems are a

valuable tool in the management of classified inventories.

Unfortunately, the same degree of reliability cannot be

obtained when establishing the classification and

corresponding requirements. But, even considering cost

as a factor against an automated document control system,

smaller firms fail to use even the most simple techniques. 7

Control for content cannot be automated, but it

can easily be incorporated into an automated system.

Aids such aS"key word" referencing can be included on

punch card and tape information so that actions of re-

grading and declassification can be easily identified.

6Robert D. Donovan, "An Automated Document

Declassification System" (presented at the 2nd Annual
Seminar of the National Classification Mianagement Society,

Los Angeles, 16 July 1966).

7 For example, the document numbering system can be
devised to contain a wealth of information. A number such
as 66R-146-102D could referer.ce the year of origination
(1966), the office of primary responsibility (RY, the
contract to which the document is related (146), a
sequential document number (102), and a reference to the
automatic time-phased downgrading and declassification
system (D).
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Costs

There is a cost of classification even if it is a

requisite of doing business with the government. A valid

study is yet to be conducted. One survey respondent plans

a cost analysis in the near future. More facts are needed

so as to include the smaller firms. Perhaps a

comprehensive study financed by the DoD would be the

solution. Studies could be made in many firms so that

"representative" costs could be estimated. No matter

what method is used, the methodology must be agreed upon

by both industry and the DoD before the results can have

any significance.

Summary

In effect, industry must staff, plan, organize,

and control the management of classified inventories.

These techniques have worked quite well in other functions

of the corporate organization. There is no reason why

these same techniques cannot be applied to classification.

As a matter of fact, the absence of any such techniques

has resulted in the majority of deficiencies today which

are responsible for an acknowledged overclassification

dilemma.

III. CLASSIFICATION AND iWFORFATION

To what extent classification impedes the flow of
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nformation is a question that cannot be answered. Some

dea of the effect on the scientific community was

iscussed at the recent NCMS seminar. The free flow of

noowledge has almost come to a halt. Some of our great

cientists have been restricted from doing work in their

ields because of security reasons. A great mistrust has

Lrisen between the security man and the scientist.8 Some

.laim that too broad an area is considered classified'

.nformaticn and that the real secrets are "devalued." 9

One solution already menticned was suggested by

ýhe Wright Commission many years ago. That was to

diminate the CONFIDENTIAL category and protect only the

really sensitive information. Even with regard to more

sensitive scientific information:

General principles can be kept secret for
only a short time. Secrecy does not prevent
the spread of ideas or their rediscovery by
the scientists of other nations.

8 This is further emphasized in: Wallace Parks,
"Secrecy and the Public Interest in Military Affairs,"
George Viashingtovr Taw Review, October, 1957, pp. 39-4,j.

9 Robert D. Donovan, "Science, Security and Informa-
tion" (presented before the Research Security Administra-
tors, Los Angeles, Summer, 1966), p. 6.

10Dr. Edward Teller and Allen Brown, "Secrecy is
Not Security," Air Force and Space Digest, January, 1961,
p. 93.
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This becomes more of a problem as our technology

increases. Each new discovery is more sophisticated

than the last and possible military implications are

increased. Once classification controls are applied,

development ceases. 11

This is the one problem that cannot be dealt with

by procedural recommendations. All ramifications of the

"information explosion" are not yet understood. One thing

is certain. Industry must first recognize and identify

the problem. It is not enough for the scientist to act--

top management must act. A clarification or restatement

of classification philosophy would be the goal of such

industry action.

The effect of classification on information flow

is the problem of the future. However, action is needed

now as any changes will come only with time. Industry

and the public must act soon before information flow is

hopelessly bogged down and progress stymied.

11The ievelorment of the laser is a good example.
When discovere4, iv w-s proposed as having the greatest
possibilities cf any project in recent years. Immediately,
military applications were developed, and it is said that
laser develoment 'as slowed almost to a halt.



CHAPTER MII

CONCLUSION

Classification requirements have existed quite

some time without the benefit of managerial control.

Procedures were established and developed so that

overcassification of official information has grown into

a problem of overwhelming proportions.

The Department of Defense was quick to realize

that the management of classified materials was needed

as a separate program. Although the DoD program is far

from perfect, it has certainly been a major factor in

improving classification guidance. Industry help and

cooperation is sought by all agencies. Government

representatives, for the most part, are listening to

industry complaints and attempting to take corrective

action. However, the "diseconomies of scale" are evident

and produce much misunderstanding. Delays are frequent

and lengthy, and unwillingness to change procedures still

exist as problems. Generally, the DoD Directorate of

Classification aanagement has done an excelleat job in

combating these faults. The revised Industrial Security

Manual and soon to be revised DD Form 254 are giant steps

toward accurate and concise DoD direction to the contractor.
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Industry on the other hand has been slow in

accepting classification as an ordinary function of the

business enterprise. Ignoring the problem has resulted

in many deficiencies which are now being recognized. A

change in contracting procedures has forced the defense

contractor to carefully examine his costs. The effect of

overclassification is not fully realized but at least it

is being recognized. This thesis has identified some of

the major classification deficiencies and their effects.

Eliminating many of these deficiencies is a matter of

applying the same techniques of management to classifi-

cation that are applied to finance, marketing, or produc-

tion. Following the definition presented in the first

chapter, it is a matter of staffing, planning, organizing,

and controlling. The important feature is that procedural

remedies are available. It is now up to the initiative

of industry management.

Attention cannot be limited to the past and present

problems. Classification management must also set the

sights toward the future. The effects cf classification

on information flow must be brought into focus. It has

been the intent of the thesis to identify the situation

in hopes that both industry and government will plan

for action.

Defense contractors need active and vigorous
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classification management programs to cope wi.th the past,

present, and future problems of classification. The

rewards will be a decrease in the costs of defense

contracts, as well as the benefits of a more efficient

flow of information.
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APPENDIX 1

Much of the information presented in the body

of the thesis is based on a survey conducted by the

author in July, 1966. Questionnaires were sent to

the defense-oriented firms listed in Appendix 2. Thirty-

seven returns were received representing fourty-one

respondents. This is not a statistical discrepancy,

but, is the result of the pooling of answers by

larger firms where more than one response had been

requested.

The questionnaire was divided into seven sections.

A strict tabulation or average compilation of each

question would be inadequate. Where appropriate,

interpretation of the responses will be offered.

I GENERAL IN`FCRLATICN

1. Major products or services of your company:

12 - electronics

8 - aerospace

6 - research and development

4 - conuunications

1 - ordnance

6 - other

94
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2. On what type of government contracts do you

perform?

1-.Hardware

11 - Research and Development

- Both

3. With which Defense User Agency are you involved?

4 - Army
3_- Navy

4 - Air Force

19 - All

- Other (NASA, ABC, etc.)

4. With which Cognizant Security Office are you
associated?

14 - Los Angeles

5 - Boston

4 - Philadelphia

4 - San Francisco

4 - New York

2 - Atlanta

1 - Dallas

1 - St. Louis

1 - Cleveland

5. Approximate number of persons served by your
security office -

6 - less than 500

7 - 501 - 1000
9 - 1001 - 3000

15 - over 5000
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II CLASSIFICATION MLANAGEMLMT ?RCGRA:-i

6. Is there an office or individual in your
company responsible for supervising or
monitoring the generating, marking, grouping,
control, review, return, and destruction of
classified material?

S- Yes

- No

Identify:

26 - Industrial Security

- Classification

- Information

1 - Technical

7. Does your company have a classification
management program?

5 - Yes
22 - No

8. If so, is this program conducted:

6 - on a full-time basis?

9- as a part-time duty of:

1 - contracts?

6 - security?

1 - administration?

1 - other?

9. Under what department or organizational element
is the classification management function
represented?

7 - Industrial Security

_ - Classification Yanagement

3 - Administration

2 - Contracts
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10. Where is the classification management

function located in your organizaticnal
structure?

Most all respondents answered this the same
as the last question.

11. Is the classification management function

performed by:

9 - an individual?

6 - a group?

12. Should the security office function and the
classification function in a facility be
separated?

16 - Yes

19 - No

Those answering negatively felt that
inspection should not be separated from
performance responsibility. The others
felt that the two functions were
dissimiliar in intent.

III CLASSIFICATION MANAGEMENT PERSONIEL

13. Does your company have employees performing
classification functions as a primary duty?

6 - Yes

14. If so:

what is the title ascribed to these

individuals?

2.- Security Representative

2 - Classification 2Yanagement Specialist

1 - Classification Guidance Representative

1 - Classification Control Representative
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how many job levels are involved?

2- Two

what are the salary grades involved?

The average is $600-S1000 a month.

15. Do you feel that a classification management
career field is warranted?

_ - Yes

12 -No

Those answering in the affirmative felt that
sufficient emphasis was not being given to
classification and that there is a lot to be
done. Those giving a negative answer were
generally from smaller firms and expressed
the opinion that a career field would be
toj limited.

IV EFFECTS OF CLASSIFICATION kiANKAGEifiiiET
ON CLASSIFIED INVEIMTCRIES

16. Wihat is the approximate amount of classified
material your facility is accountable for?

Number of SECRET documents

SECRET t- :d.are

Estimated number of CC11FIDHNTIAL
documents

Estimated CCtFIDEt4TIAL hardware

17. What is the approximate rate you are adding
to your SECRET inventories?

18. What is the approximate rate you are reducing

SECRET inventories through:

destruction?

regrading?
declassification?

transmitted out?
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These three questions brought out two very
important facts. First, the vast majority
of classified documents are C01'FIDENTIAL.
Secondly, the actual inventories of SECRET
materials show a net growth in most firms.

19. What type of document control system do
you have?

20 - Centralized - one master control center.

- Partially centralized - several
control centers.

5- Decentralized - unit control centers.

20. Is your document control system:

23 - hand controlled?

6 - semi-automated?

5 - data processed?

21. Do you feel that electronic data processing
techniques are practical for controlling
classified inventories?

The majority of respondents gave an
affirmative reply. Those with a negative
reply felt that the expense of automated
equipment was too great or that the amount
of classified materials handled was not
great enough to warrant the expense.

22. Is document control a function of:

18 - industrial security?

11 - administration?

6 - classification management?

1 - contracts?

23. What type of document control numberng
system do you have?
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24. Does it provide:

- a means of establishing a document's
year of origination?

- a means of establishing the contract or
office to which the document is related?

- an identification of the regrading or
declassification requirements?

The last two questions demonstrated that
over half of the respondents used a
consecutive numbering system regardless of
contract, date, etc. Some firms use
very sophisticated systems. A surprising
number of respondents did not answer this
.question.

25. How often is a systematic classification
review conducted in your organization?

for accounting for content
accuracy

Exact figures were difficult to tabulate.
Accounting accuracy is required and so
all firms comply with this requirement.
Content review was a procedure in a few
firms on an "as needed" basis and usually
in conjunction with contract review.

26. If you have a specific declassification program,
please describe briefly.

Most firms follow the automatic system. A
few reported that a content review is the
basis for additional guidance being
requested from the originator where the
clrssification is in doubt.
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27. With regard to contract negotiations for your
own contracts and sub-contracts:

8 - do classification management personnel
participate?

6 - are they reviewed by classification
management for impact on company costs?

2 - if classification management personnel
are on the negotiating team, do they
participate in all phases of the
negotiations?

The remaining respondents had a
negative answer or failed to answer
this question.

V COST STUDIES

Costs to be considered are as follows: Direct costs,
secretary processing, document control, mail and courrier
costs, and recipient handling- costs. Indirect costs of
personnel clearances, security education, personnel
costs (such as guards, industrial security, docuspent
control, classification management, etc.) and materials
costs (such as stamps, filing cabinets, locks, safes,
records retention, etc.).

28. What do you estimate as the additional cost
(over unclassified) of generating, accounting,
reproducing, handling, protecting, and
destruction of:

$5-$100 - a SECRET document for the first year?
$l-$20 - a SECRET document for succeeding

years?
$.5O-SlO - a CONFIDENTIAL document for the

first year?
$.25-S2 - a CONFIDENTIAL document for

succeeding years?

Many respondents did not reply to this
question and some admitted they just didn't
have any idea. A range of the replies is
given to show the disparity in estimates.
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29, What is the approximate annual cost to your
company of classified document controls?

$25,000-$50,000 was the average answer.

30. Has your company made any c'-t studies in
this area?

1 - Yes (Lockheed)

36- No

One firm indicated a study would be conducted
in the near future.

VI DZEARTME'T OF DEFENLEE DIPKCTIVES

DoD Instruction 5210.47

31. If you have a copy of this instruction, please
describe any portions of the instruction
that you would feel restrictive from the
contractor point of view, the adverse effects
on your operations, and suggestions for
improvement.

Over ninety percent of the respondents had
no co•ment. Many admitted that they did
not have a copy of the Instruction.

Industrial Security Regulation - Industrial Security Manual

32. Do you feel that the ISR provides adequate
guidance in preparation of DD Form 254?

S- Yes

24 -No

33. What are some of the major deficiencies in the
ISM peratining to classification management?

Some of the replies were:

1. Not enough emphasis on classification
management.

2. Manual is hardrare oriented.
3. Inadequate classification guidance.
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4. Requiring supervisor to determine
necessity, currency, and adequacy to
classifications applied. The
supervisor is usually not trained for
this task.

5. Automatic, time-phased downgrading and
declassification system.

34. Please not, with brief comment, some areas
of the new ISM which you feel will be
burdensome to the contractor:

6 - paragraph lOc(l) and (2)(Classification)
31 - paragraph 11 (Marking)

0 - paragraph 12 (Record of Classified
Materials)

0 - paragraph 12f(l) (Production of
Classified Material)

4 - Other

DD Form 254

35. Approximately how many DD Form 254's does
your facility receive annually?

4 - 1 to 10
8 - 11 to 25

_._ - 26 to 100

8 - over 100

36. What office in the company is responsible for
interpreting the DD Form 254's you receive?

S- Industrial Security

S- Program Manager

4 - Contracts

2 - Classification Management
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37. How are the classification requirements
specified in the DD Form 254 made known to
applicable users?

16 - DD Form 254 reproduced and distributed.

__3 - Specific guidance published.

10 - A combination of the above.

38. Approximately how many DD Form 254's does your
facility prepare annually for subcontractors?

17 - less than 25
4 - 25 to 50

2 - 50 to 100

2 - over 100

39. who is responsible for second tier subcontract

review to insure accuracy?

11 - Contracts

9- Industrial Security

2 - Classification Management

8 - Other

40. When do you normally receive DD Form 254?

- With RFP or RFQ.

- - During negotiations.

- With the Contract.

- After the contract is received.

- On ccmpleticn of the contract.

If you have experienced delays, what type of
classification guidance is normally received
by the time work has started?

The answers were varied and difficult to
interpret. DD Form 254's are received at
various stages--often there is one at RFP,
another during negotiations and again
a post-final copy on completion of the
contract. W.ith the half-dozen firms that
had experienced delays, a letter in lieu of
the form was usually received.
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41. In your opinion, is the DD Form 254:

21 - inEufficiently specific?

6 - sufficiently specific?

2 - applicable to the contract?

2 - adequate for ready interpretation?

42. How could the DD Form 254 be made more
appropriate to your type of work?

21 - Attachment of a detailed classification
guide.

- More specific items.

S- Other.

43. In your opinion, what can be done by
government and industry to assure more specific
security guidance is given to the contractor
before a contract is issued or a DD Form 254 is
served on the contractor?

1. Pre-contract negotiations.
2, Align classification with technical

material.
3. Make classification personnel more

technically oriented.
4. Make extensive use of classification

guides.
5. Allow contractor to submit classification

guides with RFP or RFQ.
6. Make classification a more specific part

of the contract.

44. Note briefly any recommendation you have for
alteration, revision, or replacement of the
DD Form 254.

The two most mentioned were:
1. Delete checklist format.
2. Attach a detailed classification guide.
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Other

45. Please note with comment, any other regulations,
manuals, or instructions that, in your
opinion, need specific improvement.

Few comments were received.

VII OTHER CCUNTS

1. Criticisms of the National Classification
Management Society.

2. Contractor does not participate enough in
preparation of DD Form 254.

3. Present guidance in not sufficient for quick
decisions.

4. CONFIDLETIAL is not a worthwhile classification.

5. Communication between industry and government is
very poor.

Many of the specifics presented in the returns were

factual and informative. Only a few firms elected to

withhold information of a proprietary nature. Overall,

the questionnaire returns were a vital and beneficial

supplement to the research program.



APPENDIX 2

This appendix contains a listing of the defense

contractors contacted during the research stages of the

thesis. As questionnaire respondents were not required

to identify the name of the company, actual participants

cannot be identified. However, this list should serve

to acquaint the reader with the type of contractor

firms contacted.

ACF Industries Aerospace Corporation
Aerojet General Aerolab Development Co.
Airborne Instruments Lab. Aircraft Armaments
American District Telegraph Arthur D. Little, Inc.
Atlantic Research Corp. Autonetics
AVCO Battelle Memorial Institute
Bell Aerosystems Belock Instruments
Bendix Boeing
Bunker Ramo Burroughs Corp.
Curtiss-'right Defense Electronics
Diebold Douglas
E G & G, Inc. Fairchild Camera & Instrument
Fairchild Hiller FMC Corp.
Federal Pacific Electric Garrett Corp. - Airesearch
General Dynamics General Electric
General ,:otors General Precision
Grumman H. Koch & Sons, Inc.
Heliodyne Hercules Powder Co.
Hiller Aircraft Holston Defense Corp.
Honeywell Hughes Aircraft
IBM ITT-Kellogg
Itek Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Kaman Aircraft LTV
Litton Industries Lockheed
Loral Electronics McDonnell Aircraft
lagnavox Marquardt Corp.
Uartin-larietta Monsanto Research Corp.
Mosler Motorola
National Scientific Labs. Ncrth American Aviation
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Northrop Olin
Philco Corp. Rand Corp.
RCA Raytheon
Republic Aviation Research Analysis Corp.
Saratoga Industries Sheffield Edward Associates
Space General Corp. Sperry-Rand
Stanford Research Institute Studebaker
Sylvania System Development Corp.
Systems Sciences Corp. Texas Instruments
Thiokol TRW, Inc.
Varian Volt Technical Corp.
Western Zlectric Westinghouse



APPEINDIX 5

DCPAR1tCAN? OF CEPENSE

SCICURITY AGr~2E-6'NZTP

THItS AcaisimrN, entered into this day of 19

by Wn be ween Tems UhiTEDo STATES cir Astfatc:A throug~h the Defenses Contract Administration Seltific,1a1.
Defetta. Supply Agency
aetenS tot the Depatitment of Defense (keeirerefte letaievd lshe C 'ramn)and (i)

a corporation oeganized and existing under the laws of the State of

(ii) a partnership consisting ol'

(ws) an individual trading as

with its prmncipal office and place of business at int the city of

State of (brn traellied the Ceniali'alas.e).
WiTNEssari TmAT:

WN90ugto sher Governmesnt, through the Deepartimt of the Army. (l) The Gvrnment agrees that its hall IndJicate when necessary
the, Department of -4 he Na-y. noJ/,# the Dei-,anmencrt id the Air h security clatt~ifcatin (or serve,#. Sierrt. itt Corir)4Jarr1. sthe
FoeCe. has itt thte past purchased or may in the future purchase from Jegro il Iimpwianca. t., the nalloutaI difthine oil ,nPma~ 'lltaninsi
Vs. Contractor supplies ler Services which ate required anti necestary to supplies. tervices. and tither onatters to be furnishedl by thse Coat.
to thse Material derfense 4J the Utnitedj Stain. tot may invite bitit or tractor to the Government aie the Gomverrnment to thc Contractor, and
equetl 41,ao1,1111-11 on litrmpasiatJ iiimitiracts (fit the purchase 4f surplies the Government shall give writtent notice Of such security (lastilica.

of services which are requited and nifersa-tery ito the natatoifal defense timn to the Contractior and oil sny subsequenit changsg thereof; pro
of the Uttited States, Ana tiaded, howevret.hat matters requiting security classification well be

VHIItAsrtosa is estential that certain seoiat~my measures be take Astignedi the least restrictive security classiflcation" consistent with
by he aaaarasr~ priirto nt afer ia ein .aradrdac et n proper safeguarding of the matter concerned. %once overclassisication

classified iiiliaustmatio, and causes uannecessury opocratiminal djelays amd, depreciates the imparsaoce
of correctly classified maitere. Further, the Governisvratet agrees that

VHNIIBAS. the parties desire tat defint, Ind set (wileh the precautaion when Atomic Eisergy Information is sitvolved it vall when necessary
WAn specific saftgusalms to, be taken by tNe Cantractait sad the Cov. indicate by a marking additiorial to the classification marking that
ehroemen in ordert to preserve and majinti the 'is aricy of the Lt

t
nte~J the information #% "Restricted Data-Atomas, Energy Aci. 194tA.

States through the lsievenniiis adf ortpt.,per ditulitars Jd flassaheaj The Contractor is authorizeed to rely an any Itenet or other written
inflormration derived fraim outiert affect~mn the msatm..njl dufrns; tnstruamentt signed by the contracting orficer changing the classificsa
"sabostage Of MAY Other 110 detrimental tos tIs.- w~uity ..I the Unoca tieam of matter, The Government also agsees upon wtritten APPlo.
Statirs: catocast mif she Contractor toe designater employees of the Contracteor

who may hone access ito informtwtotia classified Trip Secret or Secret
Now. Tsitieagieo.a cinseetin it

1 
IN fiie.Mirg-a And ii4 the or to infiirmationt classified CoinfIdential when "Restricted Data" is

muatualf pnuaarivet herein restrainead. the parties Nhsrc.i agree as follows: involved. or to matter inviilving research. development, iir priidu~tton

$0eaM.. Ii-SICURITY CONTROLS of cryptiogriaphic equipment. regaralersa of its military classificatmion;
sod alien croplamyrev tii hate access tis any classified matter.(A) The Contractor atrees lto provide and mainetain a system of (C) The Ciontra tor Agcrees that it or he shall determinae that anysecurity Controls within its or hier town iiejcniraiiin in acitioadrce sucotaorsubdr.idvul.r gnstonpaiadbyi

withthereqareent uSthe Department aif Defense Industrial iir him fuar the furnishing of supplies or wvtn.si which wiil inviolate
Security Manual for Safeguarding Claisfitfled Infi-rmatiura attached aces iii clistrdinf onromatiiin on its or his custodJy his nuc~uteti
heretoe and ovadi a part of this Agreement. subst "'- tti"e. (i) t' Departmentra of Defense Security Agreement whith is still in Oemfct
any revsisiens uf the Manual required hy the JcmAvaiJs ofa istaiminal with any Military Dilaartment. prioir tit haring Aiemided access itsi tut
srcurity as determined by the G-ietralonmen neratce 41 which has beeni classified itofirmation.
furnished Ito; the Conioractir. and (ii) to esutaaJ agreements tattered. Seettlai 11-40,1SPICIV1ON
into by the Partien in order to adapt the Manual it, tite Ccoatrassur I
butsiness and nor-essry ptsacrdures thereunder In order tii place in Detigruted rerpesentatives ofl the Gmiverninten tritnohle fair
rffect such security contriils. the Contractior further agrees to prepare Inapection pertarIMSi ii' 10dUStriAl Plant security Shall liAVc; thC light
Sgationdwd Practca P'sred-r, fuir its or hit own use, such peivedwores toe inspect at reaan it e sarials the pir.cedurvi. methiiajs. and ficil.
to be Consistent with the Department of Defense Industrial Secrit"y ties utilited by the Ci-ntra totr in siimplying with the requiremesets i-f
Manual for Safeguarding ClasaifArd Ineformatini In the "easen of s he terms And cotin s iifin stotte Daipartmernt us( Defense Industrial

ony Iincontsistency betoween the CiLotracirsf Standard Poractce Pt.. Securtiy Mtanual fair SWufgu~Aruihng CI4&ssiANa lnfiirmv ..iia ShouldJ
cealurcet and the Department of Defense Industrial Security Manuyal the Government. thriougth its authtaritAd reptresentAtive. deteormits..
fiat Safeguacdting Clattubiti Inf.,ermaimn us the same, may he revised,. that th, Conrtra, tiatrs securtyi mortluoid. onormeslurtv i,to facilities Jot two
the Manual %hall ciuvirol iantmply with such requirementa. it shall suhiasiot a writtten roipiirt to,

the Crintraitir aulvisunx ham 4f the- deficaentes

DOC t1414 oc 4 v-EDITION 0111 1 MAY 14 hItAv a SEDUK
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Settlefl glg-.MODIFICATION tig., arid eepresenaatal.tifs ,tah rrspuK I., the suabject mAittr 'arl~irtd

Modification of this sesauritl agreranent (did dragr.5waa-a'd /'-a :
t
he hettr". tiie~es anfu bort-,on the ConAract--r arid ih ir E .arAticnd ot

lo.allesiat sola'aiy Msama.)le to, area CIj,,Aaajtd theiO~aQ Army. the Department Of the Navy. anidor the Dirpiaaannacst i

whichr mayA 0041614d o adre ed.rairee Wilk lerltaoo I at $A,# avvvstZ.. ), the Air fvroli loodssafdrd. That the term -secaruaty dot jcar,,, aarse,

msy be made onaly by writteni agreement of the panic% hereto. merits. aindisratndangs, and lepritonaaaaions, shall hul includc agret-
Merits. woriJerstandinss. ajid representation% contaicrid in ,anilsi, is,,a

Seefl~oo IV-TUIENlATlON the Idisuissh'An of supplies of saresacs to the Goenmetnrert herietoufure
enteredf into bettessen iih, C..riaactor end che' Departmvient of the

Thisa agreement shall drertAa.i in effect until tertminated tharough thet Army. thae Departmcent of the Navy., anid/or the Dep~anonent dot the
giving Of )o dlays, writteni noice to the other party Of Intentiar .. s1 AirI Force.
terminate; provided. however, niotwithstanding anty such terminAtnoi

thle terms and condidtions of thias agreerment shall continue an effecm cte l-EUI' OT
ses long ats the Contractor hasa classified information in has possession 4#0 VISCRT CO S

at twnder hias conriol. This agreement doen nor obbligte Governmaenit funids. arid the Gov.
dniscnsent shall riot be liable fur any costs or claaams of the rntraator

S~eti..i V--PNuCE SICUEIT'V AdIRE1MENTS 61eiling Out Of thit Agreement tur arisarrcTaions issutJ hereunder It as

As of thle ofdate hereof. this security agreement replaces end stiar. recognated. however, that the Parcies MsAY prosade an Whet Uraiftn

areids any anW all prior security or secrecy agtereeents, arndleiststdd. contracts for lecuriry cutrit which amay ber properly clsargeable threrato

IN WffNLSS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have exectued this agreement as of the day and caar first above written:

TwE UNITED STATIES or AmERICA

By

folsithdrsodoo -9a..arat... ( th Iodsov...a.dot5

hoart -tht. ol wide of o .. phao fori n- O,

lAdd.ci

Nora.-Contraclr. f, ai corporation, ouioutd caduae this dootloiawg r. .e'Aacld ro be executed aunrdaer its ooepecrsed aca).
provided that -hA smeasaivaol"Ica, soAdl not botr. her the dojre.. eu~r anid th. certificate

CERTIFICATE

I. Certify that I an the

do( the Corpo~ratbon named as Contractor herein; that

who signed this asirevitent ont behzllf of the Contractor. WAs theta

Of said corporation, that said agreem~ent %as duly signed for and in behalf of said corporation by Authority Of its Rtoverningt

body and is within the scope of :is corporste pow~ers

(C0ePOOvals Seat) agtot



APPENDAGE TO DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE SECURITY AGREEMENT
It is further agreed, on thi _ day of __ 19_, by and between the United Stales of America through
the Defense Contract Administration Services. De(ense Supply Agency. actinK fnr the Department a( I)cfene. herein.
after called the Government. and
which has entered into the Security Agreement to which th•. appendix ma- made a part that tha. branches and or
facilities listed below, owned 2nd/or operated by said contractor are included in and covered by the prev ,isona of
the taid Security Avreemgent smd Certif cite Perftinzni to Foretrn .Affhdlirtin, ) .) nrm 441S

NAia Off PLANT ON PACiLIyT NuMIER AN) StREIRT AOOAC1i CITY ANO STATIE

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA co ca

AuO"0ORIZEOREP$RES(NTATIVE of T..E GOvenE.iENT

AOOR(S1

DD Cow- 441-1 ,o1ITi oo0 I Now 62 WAY mi uW1o
I oc ? 64



APPENDIX 4

CONTRACT NUMOCR OR OTHER CLEARANCE REQUIRED

THIS CHECt LIST I0,NTIFICATION NUM8ER Tall5 CHECK LOST IS: GATE 00OR CONTRACT PER-
iPi Or. t swealt'llete almat be ihsAse, ~ FORMANCE ON FOfI AC-IS ON hw all (Sl e.61. CESS TO CLASSIFIED

_______ ______________________IN FORMA TION

Palms ZOISINAL CUECK *o* OCOCRT
C ON TRACT LIST

SVOCON
7
NACT UCNNCcuYLS

hirrniffy lierthe., f2apensillie all jiWislu SECNRT

C. INVITATION To *t 00 N RQUEST c.
INIAIN PaoR PROP OSAL FINAL CMECK LIST
To*t am0 ON RE rootCONTRACT VCRCNIONTA
OURST Frap 19ATION ON CO"P LE!&.MISTA

Si.PNO;POSOAL TO"
i.NMAND ADDRESS OF PRIME CONTRACTOR . AEADAOCRESS Or COGNIZANT SECURITTY 0,it8CFFI

G& N4AMIE AND ADDRESS OF SUBCONTRACTOR (1f 5pplicsbit) AL NAME AND ADDRESS OF COGNIZANT SECURITY OFFICE

U..l treat IS ft ld.itinep fimnshe.s, h~ie~bd

7. SECURITY REQUIREMENTS CHECK LIST FOR SUBCONTRACTING FROM THIS I-_ PRIME CONTRACT 11-- SIUBCONTRACT WILLI
ME APPROVED BY:

A.USSR AGENCY DE3IGNEE J S, A0DDRESS1

S. DEFENSE DOCUMENTATION CENTER SERVICES MAY BE REOUESTEO

L:)~ YE J=NOI

9. GENERAL IDENTIFICATION OF THE PROCUREMENT FOR WHICH THIS CHECK LIST APPLIES (it classified. comnplete this litem ItY
01100081 Correspon~dence)

10. PROPOSED PUBLICITY RIELEASIES SHALL SE SUBMITTED FOR APP'IOVAL PRIOR TO RELEASE Li LIRECT Cj THRMOUGH (Spcsllp):

TO THE OFFICE OF SECURITY REaVIEW OFFICE oF THE SEKCRETARY OF OWFENSE F00 NE9VIERII IN ACCOMOANCit "ITN THE
INOUSTNIAL SECURITY MANUAL.

ill. RESTRICTED DATA IS INVOLVEO IN THIS CONTRACT YES NO

NOTE: Oigtaine Check Lists (Item 3.) sre authority (or itst- to mark classified intoralation. Revised end Final Check
Lists (Items 3b and c) are authority (or contractors, to remiark the reVeded clasgsjfed inltomt~SioN. Such actions by conbactaft
$hall be taken in accordance with the provisions of paragraph I I of the Ind-ist-tal Security Manual.

F PASS I oF PAGESD On CO EITION OF 1 OCT 64 MAY BE USED UNTIL EIXIIAUSTEOID DEC ,25 4
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I iNFORMATION PERTAINING TO PERFORMANCE TOP CON. CONFIDENTIAL
CHARACTERISTICS. TI[ST DATA AND DESIGN SECRET FIDENTIAL CLASSIFIED

& ACCURACV:

(2)

b. ALTITUOD:

(2)

6. COUNTER C03U*TERMEASURES CAPABILITY:

(0) -"

U c

2 40

(I) 
. '

9. FOUE L/U AOP Lf LATMYAI: 2r

Sn.

(I) C. T

h. FOPMULITY/CATRITIAL EFECS

tuu 2 4

'A-

SN.,

(2) -,

IQ.

(I)

(2)CvuMyo

(3) 
FAACT

NOT'E: For definitions of term., see Indust•rial Se'curit*y Regulation, Section V11. or Industrial Se.:'u.ity %lanu.1l. Appe'ndix 1,

parajtraph 1.

S. .... . Hn .



It.INFORMATION PERTAINING TO PERFORMANCE TOP SECRET COX- CONFIDENTIAL UN.
CHARAtTEfRISTICS. TEST DATA AND DESIGN SECRET FIDENTIAL ("'"' "c CLASSIFIED

(J)

RESOUT'ION

IS)

40 SIGNATURE[ CHAN AC TIE IlSTIC$ S,

a •1

S (IeO/VELOCITY, E

-~a=
U4

' T.... . ..Do . .u c.. aJ .

,. 1 ?a[• NA.@# , t*.STU • ' 'CIN A -l

0.

(4) LANOi-6 .- 40

4.r

IS) --C40 10 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____ _ - ___ - _ ___ _

(a)

SSYSTCM CAPACITY x

(2)

TE ?RMINAL SALLISTICS 0C

U

a. Y~ muST• ' .. . . . . . . ..- 2"

S . ....... ;.. =

' " .. . .. .. ....

(1) C LI At$

(2) siwgcloVc C
-0

C a

(2OPSCIVIC I.PUJL9

I. VULINEINAUILITY

(2)-

NOTE: For definitions of terms, see Industiajl Security Regulation, Section VII. or Industrial Security maniua!. Appendix 1.
paragraph 1.
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"O. D ,op COW. CONFIDENTIAL UN.
NS ITEM PROOUCED tINEN CONTRACT SECRET SECRET PIOENTtAL (bad NrhI CLASSIFIED

SER b~d A.,Ih- If d) CLASFE

C"ILASSIFIrCATION OF ENO ITZM

6., EXTER[NAL VlIEW

6,MILITARqY APPLICATION

fi NUMSERS CONTRACTED

0. P"OOUCTION AND PROGRAM SCN,[OULIS 7i

L RATE OP DELIVIRM

d. NU'IERS CO LIVENOD

c

h. DEGREE O OP TCTION IN TRANSIT a u

tA

C -A

14. ADDITIONAL (AIIdcA adit..o.e dA.... II '****

C.P o..•

IS. REMlARKS ifAUI*AA.ddd...i .A..t. .1 •4...vlr Tdf ¢Cn* p~d'~r d..,dn~f I...) U

-Im

-C

0c.

RQIE DISTRIBUTION: RFRALQ~msPm~mm ori mc s

•-] WRllkIM CONI"RAC TOR (ll9m $4 TO 77#9 APPROVINVG OFFICIAL BELOW 6 j

N

1.0

FOREGOING SE'CURITY REOUIREMENTS CHECK LIST APPROVED BY c

Ssuscom*ro*€ To* Mom#a•4)

SCOG..lZANT OC[Ct/P. TV oPIIrr KI Of-•B 4b)

T1090•[ N•ANCI AN~D 1 Ti.LC OF APPROVING¥kl a yCI~t( l.A

ADDITIONAL DISTRIBIUTION: CONTR'ACTI|NG USER AGEN'CY AND ADDRE'SS"'

PAGg a
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SeP See$ o, ff. indiustriel S$c.rity .We,,,,el fot

SECURITY CLASSIFICATION SPECIFICATION FOR CONTRACTS Sal..gu..ordi C,...,,,.,I.d ia ,...on

(Used in Lieu of DD Form 254) DATE PREPARED

I- NAME AND ADDRESS OF CONTRACTOR 2. ORiME CONTRACT NUMBER

2. SUBCONTRACT NUMBER

I. GENERAL iDENTIFICATioN OF THE PROCUREMENT FOR WHILM THIS CHECK LIST APPLIES('I l..IIflod, c€plt.

thld Item by *.porate vovre.pond.-nc.)

I, THIS SPECIFICATION IS" DATE OF ASSIGNMENT

A. ORIGINAL ASSIGNMENT FOR:

III PRIME CONTRACT

i21 SUBCONTRACT

9. REVISED ASSIGNMENT

C. FI1NAL ASSIGNMENT

6, SECURITY REQUIREMENTS CHECK LIST FOR SUBCON- 7. NAME AND ADDRESS OF COGNIZANT SECURITY OFFICE

TRACTING FROM THIS : PRIME CONTRACT - SUS.

CONTRACT WILL BE APPROVED BY:

A. USiR AGENCY OESIGNCE

S. AOODESS B. DEFENSE DOCUMENTATION CENTER SERVICES MAY Of,
REQUESTED

CD VES z No

a. Acce.s to or generation of classified information at the level will occur in the
performance of this contract. Therefore, this is a "classified contract" as the term is used in security
regulations.

b. Information obtained and/or reproduced as a result of such access shall be marked and protected in
accordance with the classification assigned,

c. Proposed publicity releases shall be submitted for approval priorto release to:

(Ollice To Which Public Rd..,e.se Sh~ould BS SubriIttod)

InI. DATA SPECIFICATIONS OR REMARKS

It. NAME AND ADDRESS O9 CON rRACTING ACTIVITY 12 SIGNATURE(Co..l.'Ing Orice¢.g of

1i DISTRIBUTION OF COPIES

S PRIME CONT•&AC TOM ,= COGNIZANT SECURITY OFrFICE OIDIECTOR FSI. WASH . 0. C. SUeSCONmRACTO

¶-- AOOITIONAL oISTIIewJVION:

DD F ORM 254-1 REPLACES EDITION OF I DEC6G , ,., MAY BE USED

9(8 68



APPRDIX 5
S... .. .. ~ ~OEPA TMENT"OF Oi €.E... ... ....

INDUSTRIAL SEC URITY INSPECTION CHECK LIST pop- 40p,...4

FOR CONTRACTORS FACILITIES 140r•,. . 22 -. 123

Ip vote YPACr is wtiDtO U'aOF PARTiCULAt ITMAS IV INE CNPCX LISt. Ulf
4WDITIONAL SNOW(S) ANO Itfr.fPY RACIT VrTV TO TINC PERTINVrE II" W

-14011 O AOtaSS' Of - AC It I I .... I NM E 0 QOtI0S or CO ..Af, O'C *rTI*, N.AME LeO A0031SS OF * (r'.'-
Tot FACILITY ORGAIZAIlON

%Mai Of pFCILITY SECUITY? OPFICER LAST SICY11T, IISPECTION CO'"OUCT1O IT 14etl.Jty e0d del.)

lA($ &110 TITLES OF PElRONS Im$rLmvliE(o OUOIGs Suavy,

S.. .. ....... .SECTION I'

CONDITIONW? SA? IJIISAT CO'ueITION SAT UNIAT 1104-01"LS~SECURING ROUTE OF

FIT OV(Ii PLANT ECURITYF iIdSNE C LASS I F ES.. .. ..... ROOLCTIO4

ALL *l(&-S OF SAFEGUAROING SECURI•G OF 11STRICTEO

CLASSINIED Ie#NFORMTION ANO CLOSED AREAS ]-
VISITOS OMIT GUJAO SYSTEMS

- T.I FACILITTY As CUN!NTl ICOUSTIIAL SECU'IITY AINJAL :O
I 6.llG ec In! P'Copy) SAFU Ji0I COLASSIPC ifOIA 04.C

"AU .lllll..,lll/eI *IJI he l.f-ftee.d te INL Vetltnen- it.. in SetIee 11)

IN
4

OAFIE O IMSFE(TIooC AT 0 0? Itelfg SC-E0J'.EO INSPECION (11 fell.- jCD 4:Ag? SECURITY 'PtICE CONDUCTING
.R. ,e.e.i... . ,,0.....d) S..SECTIO

01eQ SICý , 1450(:700 (Yp.d e, D'III Si NATIVI! IF SECURITY INSP(CV

D room~~69 PMEiII)JS EDSITION$ ARE )'.SOLfrf
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SECTION I I

T1ES ROSROES E 1UG tIN TO IlIRS Act LOAtE CHIF S 0 0 0fNY'IRtA S ST
SECURITY Ila wa lyiTT in IRSTNIJCTIONS = ORAL INSTRQUCTIONS =000H(

--l-3T-X-ujp~ uf -TO [ON$E SIRE CorPIET IAL CONANT CoolOlFoER t-A
EpLo- otfRUN ALEN I'~"O UW*LTLPOfS016 1- R-1ý-

OESIGNATE CIL[EARAC[ OF SECUITkoY OFFICE* SlECURTY OFFICER CLEAREDI (SFE.*. of offis.)

ITEM - YES NO0 ITEM YES N ITEM Y V

1. THiSl Is INOICITION OF 2. TOEM(REAVE SEEN RECENT ~ SSLIIRPSE
005114 ONNERSPIP, CONTROL CHARGES OPofF E 009lsEC lfc FRAL PSESCR VISEC PARAGHAF
A INFLUENCE (At too. Jodi. TONS OR IEt( PERSONNEL. fit SPEi1t 1PRGAI

* oR. eodp t~oe~bJ RJ-"- 2-107s (j) OF .. ISR
. ~ ~ i itsLIT CLARNC At@. ) OF FOMA EPEASO15-

ACCORDANCE $IT" UQRENT QES- stRE 41poRTEo To COGNIZANT TIOI (i1.0 S) WAS PU#VISRVI
PARNTOAARZATORIS2 ~AE AO AT O Cýc.NIZART OFFICE rFP.?i. IA?.

P;11117211 OAGANIIA ';U~t.CLEAEAREE %.oSATE OF EFFECTIVE.:':0. .... SECURITY

(V.EMLOYEES NOTIFIED Of THEIR SECURITY tESFONSISIILITIES ST 2. SEUI ?EUAION 0#04HAR C 0RS;11:E
WilyI(*E NOT ICIE C0ORAL NOTICE NoNE ff ADC&AT IfOCU

ITEM YES no ITEM YES No ITEw YES 140

(MPOY(S 11,00"'OICL N.POSYtES AROVULICATIONS5 INOTIAIR OF 0CRE;LR 110 ,701A0RS AS 1 a X ARE UTILI E IN T -5 - J MA OTE RS IS1 10 ES AN IS FOR
8SECURlITY SESPONSIS"LITT *IIIT TR.A OOGRAMC PLOTEES

TNYES~ NC I TEN YES SOITEM YES 4O

CORECTT IRRs O STAMPED J AS REOUIRIED AUTRORITY TO PEGRAOE

LOSAGIGS. TRACIRGS,PROTO- Ii CORwtS'uN1)ERIt (j1IdijCOTACTOR IS P80l1 LI AR1
I-.PEO ii RF.;*rof~t t.vitVj) ARO ITS tRoEUESN CNEC! RAASETC AR PRPERL I THE COUNETARY MATERIAL ARE TI0ORRyITRREGSAOIRFO$S0-~ ARE D STMPO ROPERLY MANNES OS STAMPED_. j N ATIONC

7.MATERIAL. ARto !OAIFNENT AR VPOERLY MARKED ORt TAGGED

*RENARNIS

I TEA YES NO ITEM YES NO ITEM YES NO

1. RTRL SATINS AVE2.CONFLETE RC~lORStf AR3. ALL TOP SECIRET AAOu6ENTIS
-~o SENSTU jiA..000NPTOF ALL CLASi ,IFIE 0OCI- AR SERIALLY (IndIY014 .. der

O .cd~ NR~e?.J NETSRECEIYES ARC DISPITC"EC R.,.it ..t sll'4ble)
- AL-lEVEO ANYJ ACCOU~rEO FOR4

CL-IS Ito . ACCESS RCcORDS ARE RAIN4
A. N RLEAINGLASIFIO . ACCOUNTASILITY IS MAIN- TAIRES FOR TOP SECRET (i".

OCNTS T0O yt EMIT!S AINED FOR1 ALLUf SECET AND die.,. wod.,T iso ifr
CLEARANICE IS CHECXES lEFORE TO SERt ,OUEY I. pltI*~O!LIVERY__S M1,atEI IDet

T. OUTGoINU NAIL ISCEKDS OTO TTO ESON- q.TE'NAIL NAUM
oTO ASSURE PHOPEN CLSII0AOE LSIFE

t ATl N1NIL ARE POPERT CLAE OCU.ENTS PROPERLY
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APPENDIX 6

PROPOSED DD FORM•S 254 AND DD FCR1J 254-1

Many of the recommendations offered by industry

classification representatives have been incorporated

into the DD Form 254 reproduced on the next two pages.

The most significant revision is with regard to term,

"classification guide." This guide would provide the

specific guidance that has been lacking in tne present

form.

Another possible solution follows the first

proposal. This DD Form 254 and DD Form 254-1 has been

prepared by the Classification iLanagement Office of the

Space Systems Division, Lockheed Missiles and Space

ComDany. A detailed guide is also proposed. The main

difference in the Lockheed proposal is the addition of a

separate form for subcontracts.
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